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ABSTRACT 
Universal Sdn. Bhd. is a financial company. It ts located in Jruan Teh Ewe Lim, 
Pen an g. 
The aim of this project is to build an e-Accounting system for Universal Sdn. Bhd. to 
replace its existing system in order to upgrade the businesses. The objectives of this 
system are to build a web page, to create a user interface, to create electronic forms, to 
provide bookkeeping services and to develop a database for the e-Accotmting system. 
Documents analysis and observation have been done at Universal Sdn. Bhd. to get a 
better view of the old system. Waterfall methodology was the chosen methodology to 
assist in the project development. 
This system is divided into two modules, i .e. the administrator module and the user 
module. The functional requirements for the administration module are to upload 
services, update price rate, retrieve information, authentication and feedback 
maintenance. Where as, the functional requirements for the user module are to register 
for non authentication user, login and edit account for authentication user, browsing 
capabilities and feedback. The non-functional requirements are performance, 
information, economy, control (and security), efficiency and service 
The development tools for this system are Active Server Pages (ASP), Microsoft 
Access, Visual Studio 6.0, Internet Information Server (liS), Microsoft FrontPage and 
Windows 2000 Professional. Besides that, the hardware involves are the PC with 
Pentium li (300 MHz or higher), 128 MB of RAM, at least 1 GB of hard disk space, 
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VGA or higher-resolution monitor; Super VGA recommended and peripherals -
Microsoft Mouse or compauble pointing device. 
To produce the best result, the system is tested to confirm that the objectives of the 
system are fulfilled and fully operational. 
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1.1 INTRODUCTION 
The Internet gets a greater than ever part in the world of business. To some small and 
midsize enterprises, the variety of software programs and Internet services can be 
threatening. Like it or not, all of us living in the "information age" environment and in 
terms of organization a successful business, we have to sustain with the technology. 
This project is taken up with the target to introduce an e-Accounting System to small 
and midsize enterprises. 
The entire definition for e-Accounting system is a large program that is associated 
through the Internet and provides surroundings for enterprises to drill down financial 
reports and data through that program. 
Universal Sdn. Bhd. is a financial company which is located in Penang. This company 
starts its business since January 2002. Currently, the accounting system of Universal 
Sdn. Bhd. is rw1s manually by its administrator, Mrs. Hum. Every time when a 
transaction occurs she has to keep all the records inside a record book and will be 
retrieved later. End of everyday, she has to update those records in relevant account 
books manually. By that, she also has to balance all the accounts one by one. By that 
she will know the debt amount of each customer, total amount of the receivable 
payment on that day and how many days still leave for each customer to clear their 
payment. Then, she has to update customer's details when there have some changes. 
The problems for this current system are among others the low competence in checking 
available accounts and delaying the time for the company 's business. Besides that, a lot 
of time is needed when convalesce the records and update all the accounts. At present, 
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surveillance and contemporaty discussion, it is found that there is a need to ·build up an 
efficient system for the Universal Sdn. Bhd. in order to upgrade its business. 
1.2 AIM 
The aim of this project is to develop an efficient e-Accounting System for small and 
midsize enterprises and to reinstate their existing manual system in order to save their 
time and money. 
1.3 OBJECTIVES 
The objectives of this project are listed below: 
a. To develop a web page 
By developing a web page, all the information of senrices about an accounting 
company can be broadcast in the Internet. It will give the outsiders a better idea 
on what kind of services those are obtainable. 
b. To create a user interface 
User interface acts like a point of contact between user and computer. User 
interface will provide some utility features to user to input data that needed for 
bookkeeping. 
c. To create electronic fonn 
There are two electronic forms involve in this system. Those are the registration 
form and feed back form. The registration form is for non authentication users to 
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register a new account to store their data. The feed back form is for the users to 
send any suggests or comments or inquiries to the administrator. 
d. To provide bookkeeping services 
There are some bookkeeping services involve in this system. Those are general 
ledger and other accounts which are related to general ledger. 
e. To develop a database 
The manipulation of the database is to store data given by the users such as 
invoices, so that users can review their information online. In addition, the 
database can retrieve data that stored inside it. The database has the facil ity to 
update the information itself such as data users have been modified or added. 
1.4RELEVANCE 
This project is relevant because information technology (IT) become a chrumel which is 
essential for everyone to get any information through the Internet in this century. 
Because of via Internet can save time, money and also manpower, so an accounting 
company can introduce an e-Accounting system to users to sustain the original manual 
system which lots of manpower, time and money to be involve in those transactions 
everyday. 
The budget of the company will totally decrease through this system. Because some 
small and midsize enterprises not need to hire accountants to do bookkeeping, what 
their need to do is just gain access to the Internet. With this system, they need not 
prepare a large space of hard disk to store their data but they can access this system 
anytime anywhere daily to update and retrieve their data. 
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1.5 SCOPES 
This project only focuses on the accounting management system and not the whole 
management system of a company. The front end and the back end of the office would 
be included. The scope of the project has divided into two parts which is the system 
administrators and users or customers of that accounting company. 
a. Administrators' scope 
All the updating works can be done by this module. Here, the system's 
administrators can upload all the latest information into their web site such 
introducing a new service. Besides that, the administrators can repossess the data 
which are stored inside the database in order to generate a report. Besides that, 
administrators also can retrieve user's details to approve they registration and 
provide those new users a new account space and interface. 
b. Users ' scope 
The process involved in the users' module is simple. The web page will present 
some information about those services provided by that accounting company. For 
non-authorize users, there is a registration form for them to apply to. For 
authorize users, they can retrieve and change their own data which stored in 
database. The database will update all information that have been changed by 
authorize users. In this module also, the flow of the accounting process will be 
depicting clearly. The system will depict when user key in some data to update, 
how those data will be retrieved by others accounts which are related to those 
data. All updates and changes will store in database. 
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1.6 ASSUMPTIONS 
There are two assumptions that related to characteristics of this project: 
o The word of users or user used in the context of the proposal report is referring 
to anyone or enterprises that will be using this system. 
o The word of company used in the context of the proposal report is referring to 
the accounting company that develops this system. 
o Assume that all of the user of this system should have basic skill and knowledge 
of computer. That means they should know how to start computer, enter login ID, 
password and etc. 
1.7ADVANTAGES 
Here are some of the advantages of the e-Accounting system that will. be implemented 
for the accounting company. 
a. Anytime/ Anywhere access 
All users can real-time access to tneir accounting system and data by using any 
Internet-connected computer they are secured - at their office, at home, at a 
customer's office, or on the road - at any time wllich means day or night. 
b. Operational efficiency 
Database wi.ll keep all the data that was send by users and it also easy to be 
retrieved. The staffs need not to check the records from the beginning to get those 
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data users need but the database will assist them to monitor those records. 
Comparing with the cWTent manual system, the users can save more times and 
manpower in doing those accounting. 
c. Save time 
Save precious time and money by trying to carry on with new legislation, 
computer probrrams or software etc. 1t is save money and time by not ex'tra staff, 
giving payment for extra space or equipment, or setting up other manual systems 
to support the existing manual system. 
d. Negligible cost and increase profits 
Besides that, the online advertising costs are less compared to brochure 
distributing and online advertising will get a higher reaction rate for the 
accounting company. In addition, web-based system is a paperless project and 
can save the printing cost. 
e. User-friendly and easy 
Virtual tours of their services are provided or provide an easy to use interface for 
those users who are not familiar with computer. 
£ Real-time retrieve 
This e-Accounting system LS one of the systems which are delivered real-time 
retrieve for the users' of small or midsize enterprise - anytime and anywhere. 
When users key in their data into the system, from wherever location they are, it 
is instantly distributed to all relevant records to those related accounts and 
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ledgers, usually (which is depending on those users' workflow processes) it need 
not to .involved any further human .intervention. Thereafter, users can be 
confidently check over and stage-manage from any Tntemet-connected computer, 
it also allowing users to know everything .in real-time which they need to know 
about their business's financial state. 
g. Exciting cost savings 
Users just need to "log in and access". There are no new computers or servers that 
need to buy or add-on, they also no need to install or organize any software, and 
of course there are no contributed IT networks to build up- which make users to 
spend less time on routine technical details but they just let users more on running 
their business. It makes users save a marvelous amotmt of money. 
h. Document sharing 
Create a multiple controlled access for selected users and groups of users 
separately. 
1. Communications - internally and externally 
lt can co-ordinate users' message across a wideness range among themselves. 
1.8 HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS 
The hardware that required for this project are: 
o PC with Pentium ri (300 MH:Z or higher) 
o 128MB ofRAM 
o At least 1 GB of hard disk space 
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o VGA or higher-resolution monitor; Super VGA recommended 
o Petipherals - Microsoft Mouse or compatible pointing device 
The software that required for this project are: 
o Windows 98 or higher 
o Microsoft Access 97 or higher 
o Internet Ex'Plorer 5.5 or higher 
o Visual Studio 6.0 
o Microsoft FrontPage 97 or higher 
1.9 EXPECTED OUTCOME 
ln this project, the expected outcome is an e-Accounting system that can improve or 
replace the current manual system in accounting company. This system must be 
allowed users to login and access, edit, retrieve data etc. It should be able to satisfy all 
the users' accounting requirements and provide an ease-to-use environment to them to 
use and access. 
Besides that, this system could reach those objectives that have been set in this proposal 
report. Each module in this system must be clearly recognized and can provide a high-
quality user interface and clear utilities to users. This system can be easily to maintain 
by management. 
1.10 SCHEDULE 
In order to reduce essential uncertainty in formative time estimates, the predictable time 
of all the activities will be estimated optimistically. Figure 1.1 depicts the project 
schedule for the e-Accounting system. It shows how those stages and duration at each 
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stage of the task have been conducted, feasibility study, literature review, methodology, 
system analysis, system design, system coding, testing and maintenance, system 
implementation and documentation. 
Figure 1.1 : Project Schedule 
1.11 SUMMARY 
• Chapter 1 
This chapter contains the overview for the whole project where the background 
of the project is described as well as the objectives, scope, advantages and 
requirements of hardware and software used to develop this project. 
• Chapter 2 
Chapter 2 reviews on the existing e-Accounting system. This will give an insight 
of the ongoing research that is related to the project. 
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• Chapter 3 
This chapter describes the methodology used and the information gathering 
techniques for the project. 
• Chapter 4 
This chapter describes the requirement analysis, the development tools and the 
system requirements and the user system requirements. 
• Chapter 5 
This chapter describes design for the whole system of this project. The designs 
include the process design, input form design, user interface design and database 
design. It also predicts the expected outcome of the project. 
• Chapter 6 
This chapter will contain the discussions on the system implementation of the e-
Accmmting system. It included the implementation of the database and system 
coding. 
• Chapter 7 
Chapter 7 is the testing on the system, which included the unit testing, module 
testing and the integration testing. 
• Chapter 8 
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Chapter 8 is the evaluation on the system, which the strengths and limitation of 
the system will be evaluated. Besides that, it will discuss about the future 
enhancement of the system. 
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2.1 INTRODUCTION 
2.1.1 Definition of Literature Review 
A literature review is acts as summarizes, interprets and evaluates "literatw-e" (for 
available material) in order to ascertain current knowledge of a subject. 
2.1.2 Purpose of Literature Review 
There are some reasons in spending time and attempt on a review of literature before go 
aboard on a research project, according to Boumer (1996). The reason for doing this is 
listed below: 
a. To recognize gaps in the literature-existing systems 
b. To prevent making the same mistakes as others 
c. To expand ideas from the existing platforms 
d. To recognize other people running in the same fields 
e. To enlarge the wideness ofknowledge of the subject area 
f. To recognize seminal works in the subject area 
g. To present the intellectual perspective of the work 
h. To recognize differing views 
1. To place the work into viewpoint 
J. To recognize information and ideas that may be applicable to the project 
k. To recognize methods that could be applicable to the project 
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2.2 SYSTEMS REVIEW 
2.2.1 Overview 
There are a variety of sources that can facilitate in handling a literature review such as 
do1ng research fi-om the journal art1cles, books, conference proceed1ngs, government 
and corporate reports, newspapers, thesis and dissertations, Internet (electronic 
journals), CD-ROM and magazines. For this review, most of the existing system was 
taken from the lnternet which provides the fastest growing source of information. 
The only web browser that was chosen to navigate the web is Internet Explorer. Search 
engine was one of the internet programs which are created to assist users to search 
information in the World Wide Web (WWW) in an easy and fastest way. The search 
engines that were used to find all the existing systems were: 
a. Google 
b. Yahoo 
For information retrieval, a query that was used was listed below: 
a. e-Accounting 
b. e-Accounting system 
c. Online accoWJting system 
A review on ten e-Accounting systems that were available on the Internet has been 
done. The web-based system that included in this review has similarities and related 
features with this project. Those related systems were e-Accounting system, online 
accounting system and bookkeeping system. 
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The focus in this section is the system's home page and services they offered. All thee-
Accoooting systems that were evaluated were from overseas countries. 
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2.2.2 Systems Analysis 
System 1: 
URL: h!!P:/ /www.accountwizard.com 
Title: e-Accounting System of Accmmt Wizard 
Date referred: 9/7/2002 
Check back cf\'n for updates ... 
cleo me I o Account W11 ard 
VJhy ~u(!o $4) llhl.ny (;(lnflhmies t hoo.shlfJ AuMmt Wlz;ud? Because, 
Account Wizard is the only ~ solution avai lable today! More 
th~n just ;..oor11111drod. ACcount Wizard an~~ II!' ctriline accoum 
infonnatian, shipmant notificat ions, online shopping, etc . All aspects of 
your business are made more efficient Uy capturing the power of the 
Internet 
Account W11ztrd aqUircd by POSttrvr. Software 
~lltl!llltl!l!l!l!l!!!! As of April1 st. m2 th• Account Wizard f~~jD"Siti\11:! ; .. : : J System and all the,_assets associated with the 
·1 '·'A:,..';>·+;:~*$,..<-:· ·- ~ aystem and Edge , echnolog1es Inc were 
··:-:·~··» ........ ~~~ .... =--;~=-•:...~m~: : ;.-' transferred to POSitiVe Sottwan; Comp)}U):. the 
maker or high qual~y poinl·of-sole sonware fori he smal! to medium sized 
rat ail business. POSitive plans to continue davalopmant of tile Accoum 
\o\'izard svstem and wt!l contmue to prov~ d e support tor the many 
Take a look at Account 
Wizard tn action .. 
~J~ 
Oiff••~nt 
Account Wizard is like no 
other serv1ce offered. 
: ,.,,.,., 'IAih'l t m':'!Vae 
Figure 2.1: Account Wizard 's Home Page 
Signing up for Account Wizard 
using our ft nljn~ Entry Sy;srem. Once you have created youf account , 
our sales staff will acliVRla your account and assist you in configuring 
your webs~ e. Our sales staff Will also provtde helpful htnts and 
information on how to get the mast out of your Account Wizard 
Subscripti011. 
Figure 2.2 : Account Wizard's Sign Up Page 
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The above system is one of the existing e-Accounting systems used by Account Wizard 
to run its business. 
The main page of this system is shown in Figure 2.1. This page also links to the other 
side such as the: 
a. What fs Account Wizard - services that provided by Account Wizard 
b. Features- explanations about services that provided by Account Wizard 
c. Promote Your Website- teaching users about ways to promote their own website 
The links that is useful for this project is the how does it works link, how do I sign up 
link and security link. Besides that, the home page also displayed a brief of services 
that provide by AccOtmt Wizard which is a nice feature that let users know types of 
those services that provided by this company. 
Fi!:,rure 2.2 is illustrates the sign up page of Account Wizard. Tt didn't provide online 
registration for users. 
Overall, this isn't a user-friendly page and it also didn't provide more details 
information about their services. 
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System 2: 
URL: http://www.eaccountingplus.com 
Title: e-Accounting System of eaccountingplus 
Date referred: 26/6/2002 
:: ::: . -- :: 
' ~ai<;ourj!i~ gplus pi¢. q!Tiir~ yo~.r 
p~ca· l.ba o~poi!uni1~ tli jo~ 
t~ :march looMott!s the il~. 
.q~n~ra~On _Of :tcc;o ua)~.1i1tS · ;:: 
· wh~ wllll>.~ · we tr !J.Me'4, ·· 
Let sa+ build and develop y~u r <lWn 
bespoke updatgable Information 8. Setvtce 
Port o! and benefit fiom becoming an e· 
practice and offer your client• with: 
Faclht y to d•IMlr oroliro• oxp•rt .,. ... ' 
.Th<i <!a~GQUPtingplus PP!i<!i 
-d.elivers. massl!~ ;;fretev;;nt 
·;nrdrmation <ind Se!.iices\liot· 
·carr hal~ yo•nnd.you• film . 
. a~ce on a vari ety of issues to your ~~ ~ 
. clients. - .~' 
.. d.eiMJr wab-uased sarvlces 10 " 
yqur c!ierlts tqc3~ : · ·· 
:: : :-;)~f :t-· ! ~ -!.~( ' f; .~:~k 
An online re9ource of the latest and ~-·-:-···- .. ~~ r~!evilnt mformat1on on a variety of :;_:.•.~- .:~.~~ .  · .: _;_\ 
Snr"''"· tfn·s port~!. and fond .out· topics for your clients. ·"""' 
!htl' .wi~~ .Mo!Jli ·of~oVice,."' ~nd•'•·' 
_inf1i!n.lit!im that xau -coul!foffer' : 
::to Y.otir clieptg ~hrou g~ Jpur "-e~ . 
"n'lo\."''i " Pnrt~l Thi~ ~;m i'IFfrnmP.: ~ 
Offet a wide range of addttional 
\/,..t ,,.. A -4.4.-. ..1 (:!..., .,.. ,; .. ,..,.. . ... """" " 
Figure 2.3: eaccountingplus's Home Page 
Sign,_., for our e-w ires service and we will send updated information ardthe latest news slrsight to yot.r desktop . Keep 
yourself ard yot.r clients informed ebol.tlhe latest de...elopments one - iety of relevant and preferred tQIJics . · 
You Can Sign up for the folowing senlices here: 
Content B-!nk, E-V\41-es , Newsletters, CQITVnii~ic.ation Centre~. A.dvlce Co!'fire-s-, Discu!.sJ.On ForiJIT\S'. 
For~ you' u.er Marne Ot PUSWDf~j, .. 1 Slind ; 
J:riler~ ·~ ~e#tfltt YO\iiii'QY~~n«ty'~ ,~~o.;'IW YWT. (J$ilrM!l'l! ;i("td .P~ <lf<I: ¥VJ~ ell!~i(eql~~, ••. 
Figure 2.4: eaccountingplus's Register Page 
System 2 is thee-Accounting system of eaccountingplus. This review is focused on the 
online accow1tant page and register page. Figure 2.3 is illustrates the home page of the 
eacountingplus. The eaccOLmtingplus provided many servtces such as online 
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accountant, online clinic, online advice, E-solution and etc. This is good electronic 
company that can provide many online services to users. This system also provides 
some information about benefits that can earn by their customer is they sign up as a 
user. The eaccotmtingplus also provides online support to help their customer to solve 
their problems. This system provides its customer a portal to support their business. 
Register page of eaccountingplus is shown in Figure 2.4. This page also acts as a login 
page users existing users. This is the most important part in the system which allows 
new user register online besides login for existing user. For new user, after they key in 
login name and password, the system will automatically transfer to another page to 
continue registration. If the existing user want to login, they just need to key in their 
login name and password and then press login button. The system will verify the login 
name and password, if it's correct, existing user can access their account and edit data 
they want. 
Overall, this is good system. It provides enough information and it also provided online 
registration for new user. 
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System 3: 
URL: http:/ /www.ebizexp.com/index.htm 
Title: e-Accounting System of eBiz 
Date referred : 9/7/2002 
: :~. ,.,, : ,.,, ~ • ;: ,u ... ,·~·~·~~··, 
eB!Z M IUENNIUM . 
FEATURES ....................... ! 
t ASP frlnd• l 
Pay as you use or buy nOVJ 
,. V'/ t: is E11c1 Me (l 
Access anywhere, Connect branches 
,. J tW•l Te~liJHl iO'J)' 
Install Anywhere (Wondow< or l.Jnux) 
• •CASH SIIJ>p• lt 
Speed up transactions. Build Lovalty. 
Fully Integrated 
Fibrure 2 .5: eBiz' s Home Page 
RF.GISTER NOW: 
~·t•"i' ;Addt f.is.s: 
MJ):{)f items 
......................... 
)50 
PAYMENT [IETAIL 5: 
Mnnthiy 6~1 u~~ 
10 '3 
ModB ,of Payment : c:~ Check :.i; Credit Card (}eCash 
;A.ii ~.iih1 
:3o 
Dan'1 ha"·e an eW.-.I!et7 Get it rtC*AO 
e.-Cash Payment Details (Pay to 40613775) 
WalletiD 
Txn. No. 
CHECK: 
t, f;,.(;k- ·1\/n . 
CREDIT CAROINFORMATION 
Card i'vlde · : • Visa ·~ · 
Figure 2.6: eBiz' s Register Page 
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ii1: 13 ~i~ :e --f 
:: =~ : .... ·:.: -~ ~ ,.;; : :< ·- :( --: :.;; - : 
MFMI!ER tOGIN--i 
Registered members login below to 
procood 
lot It t Dt:-t:::l' lb 
. ; · ··.: .. ::··· 
: CQ~~~~~~~Hn i1~ . 
~.~~:~:J 
Figure 2. 7: eBiz's Login Page 
This page is very simple and all the services that provided by eBiz is shown clear in it's 
home page as shown in Figure 2.5. But it just a bit none user-friendly because all links 
is at the bottom of a page. The links were listed as below: 
a. Home- home page of the system 
b. Register Your Business - registration form for applying from eBiz (shown in 
Figure 2.6) 
c. Investors - information about investors and application form for joining 
d. Contacts - information about how user can contact administrators if they have 
question about the senrices 
e. Set Up Your eBiz in 2 Hours - it ' s the same page like Register Your Business 
This system also provides some links to explain those advantages can the user earn 
from this system. Tt's a good system because it supports online registration which user 
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can register online by submitting all the details to the eBiz such as check number and 
cru·d type. 
Figure 2. 7 is illustrates eBiz login page. It need user to key in they login name, 
password and company code. But this system didn't provide a link to hint question for 
those users who might forgot they password if they are new user or long time they 
didn't access their account. 
Overall, the system is very attractive because of the decorations of website. And can be 
conclude that it's a good system. 
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System 4: 
URL: http://www.peachtree.com/epeachtree 
Title: e-Accounting System of ePeachtree 
Date referred: 9/7/2002 
Al'n·s~ An ytime. hmVtt All the Time 
• Service Or.remew 
Looking for an easy-to-usc. Wel:>-l:>ased accvunting solution that provides 
• s,.r:qrity ]Hlr;asure§. 
"""':::.c.c..c...:....;..,._, th~ fl.eo<ibility of mana:ging financia!s your way. when you have time? Get the 
ePeachlree Intemet Accounting service! Wllh accounting tools Jilr..e Check 
Writing, Invoicizlg, Inventoty, Business Repotlli\g and more, .,Peachtree 
provides access and in~ight. an the time, no matter where you are 
• M~.:])~-~~!9~---t~ 
• Fre<:olenlilf Aske..i 
• ~~-Regw.."!'men..~ . 
Senke Information ePeuchtree SerYices • Pri;;jng 
• Servi::~ Liceuse 
• ~rvice Ovet?.e\v • "Payroll Service A&'~~.-n;·-·· 
.. ~oa rn,-; 1u ~:f ... ~ t• u·"'"" - f"" .. . ~~ .. - ..... C' . .......... - • T l"lo,..n t., a"P,... ~,..~.tr ~~>JO 
Figure 2.8: ePeachtree's Home Page 
\'A.LUE'l 
[.'.'.'! Peachtree W eb Accounting (requires $14.99/mo x 3 $12.49/mo x 
Peachtree 2002) 12 
Ci P eachtree Web A ccounting 
Mlllti-llser Option 
C ePeachtree Accounting 
L .. .! ePeachtree Payroll Add-On 
CJ eP eachtree Multi-user Option 
. . .. . . . . .. . .. . 
[J W ebsiteCreator Pro with 
V.T ebsiteTrader 
[J W ebsiteCreator Pro 
Ci WebsiteTrader Add-On 
$14.99/!M x 3 $12.49/mo x 
12 
$.14.99/mo x 3 $1 2.49/mo x 
12 
$9.99/mo x 3 $7.99/mo x 12 
$9.99/mo x 3 $8.49/mo x 12 
$39. 98/mo x 3 $32 .. 98/mo x 
12 
$19.99/mo x 3 $1 6.49/mo x 
12 
$19.99/mo x 3 $16.49/mo !{ 
12 
Please selec:t your preferred billirsg option:~ (~:- Quarterly ( i Aru·!Ually 
Fi!:,rure 2.9: ePeachtree 's Register Page 
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Pas~l'lonl 
r-o'l]ot Password 
Lo;~on Help 
You and your remotl:!" u~ws will u~"l:! tf'rfs-
oage to access ePeachtree. In 
addttJon, you'll find tmportant product 
news, t ips and other helpful 
information. 
Luu on Page Gels New Look 
Ttt& log on oage has been r&desigroed 
to bettP-r meet the needs of both 
current and potential ePeachtree 
cu~tomers . 
Peachtree Domain Name Registration 
Secure a utotQue Web address for your 
company, induding the new dot-biz 
domain. This Peachtree ser>~ire 
provides you everything you neod to 
obtain a unique Internet domain name. 
~ learn More 
>Order Now 
Fuii-Featu·red Accounting Online 
rncfudes' ch13ck writin~) invoicing, invsntorr, 
payroll, job trackino and much more, all 
av~il~ble 24 hour~ a d.ay . 
Multi-User Cap.abllltles wltluillt Network 
Hassles · 
Mllltiple · ~r'QP~QYIF$F\5 r.rt('l ar.rR'i'i Yl11lf .:tOTIJU1TiniJ 
data ali atttJe S".ame time . 
No Software Management Hassles 
NO updates CO purchase or install. 
Over 100 Busines~ Rep~rts 
Figure 2.10: ePeachtree's Logon Page 
Figure 2.8 is ePeachtree's home page. It is not only provided e-Accounting service, it 
also provided online support for their users on helping them to solve problems. Further 
more, this system also provides some information about system requirements such as 
monitor and display requirements. Can say that this system provides many services to 
customers such as payroll and tax service. Beside that, this system also provides 
information about benefits that can earn for customers. 
Besides that, Figure 2.9 is illustrates register page of the system. This page also gives 
some information about payment and pricing about all the products and services that 
provided by ePeachtree. This system support online registration, this feature gives user 
an easy to order products and services from ePeachtree. 
And the logon page is shown in Figure 2.10. This page also provide some information 
about what types of services can new users get if they register to be one ofePeachtree's 
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customer. In this page also the system publish some information about benefits of their 
products and services, link to learn more about ePeachtree's products and services and 
also latest news for existing users to know. For new user, they have to register by 
giving some information such as e-mail address and password. 
Overall, this is an attractive system because of the way they arranged the contents and 
some simple features that they can understand ·easily. Customer can get all the 
information they needed and makes them feel very comfortable when using it. This 
may lure many customers to consider whether they want to stay there or not. 
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System 5: 
URL: http://greenergy.com.sg/ac.asp 
Title: e-Accounting System of Greenergy 
Date referred: 9/7/2002 
OnLine Accounting System 
ProductiD 
C~mi""'Y Listin~ by C:<>tart1y 
. S"!oc' a crunlty. •< · 
D93crlptlon 
Online Internet asp programming enable you to do 
occounting(IIR.AP.GL. SALES.PO) ond lnvontor; 
Con1rol through Internet act ass, Backend powsred 
by MS SQLseM!r enable he:Wf duty data processing 
for med1um to large SIZe company: Des1gned 10 help 
'fOUllain the leaulo_g edyeln your nustness. Amon_g 
Its uniQue features Is the abllitfto provld£1' atcurate 
and timety C&sh h4ana..gemerrt1hrou.uhthe Al..tourlls 
Receivable and Accounts Payable Modules 
II Rlsn nmvir1R~ hAttRr lrtVAntnrv M::inarn=!rmml hv 
Prica 
Figure 2.11 : Greenergy' s Home Page 
Order on line 
Ordar 
You can rnake payment through the following method, upon we rec.eivt:!d your payment, W'E! wi!i 
deliver the goods in CD ROM format to you within 2worl<1n g days, overzea delivery will be 4 
woncn; day~. You can ~~~o ~ond us an ama\11o connrm your ordorwlth paymgnt roforonco 
de1all and delivery address For some transaction, we may ca11 you to confirm thR order 
Online Credit Card Payment, c1\ck order link to our S'!l:ure online payment gateway 
T•t•~J illtldc Tl <li Jsf<>o to: 
Ace No. 114 309 779 5 
he Name: Oreenergy Pte Ud 
Figure 2.12: Greenergy' s Order Page 
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The above system is the e-Accounting system for Greenergy. The reVIew for this 
system focused on the home page and order page. The home page is shown :in fjgure 
2. II . This is a vel}' simple page which design is simple but unattractive. Roughly it 
gives some description about its products but it didn' t provide information about 
pricing and payment. This system has shown its contact number and e-mail address at 
the bottom of every single page, this feature make user easier to contact the 
administrators for more information about the products. Besides that, it has shown 
benefits of their products such as data recovery. 
Figure 2.12 is illustrates the Greenergy's order page. This is not a user-friendly page 
because users can not register online although it says it provides online order because 
the order link still not active yet. 
Overall , this is not a good page to refer because it still has many page haven't complete 
and frilly operating. This make user feel that it's unfriendly and unreliable. 
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System 6: 
URL: http://hendercpa.com/acctgserv.htm 
Title: e-Accounting System of Bill Hender, CPA 
Date referred: 9/7/2002 
Traditional 1 Remote 1 Online 
Traditional Accounting Services 
Our firm offers a wide range of accounting and bookkeeping sel'lices. We have arrangements with 
our clients that provide for these services to be rendered on a monthly, quarterly and annual basis. 
Basad upon our review of you1 needs. wa can develop the bast plan for you. We can assist you in 
developing monthly management reports that can be helpful in assessing your financial success. 
Our accounting services include: 
o Financial statements prepared on a compilation or review basis 
o Financial statements for all entit ies including individuals. corporations . partnerships and 
l1rn1ted liability cornpames 
Figure 2.13: Bill Hender, CPA's Home Page 
The above system is one of the existing e-Accounting systems used by Bill Hender, 
CPA Figure 2.13 is illustrates the home page. This page also pro"ides some 
information about services provided and the way to order or trial. This page introduces 
types of accounting system briefly. There are 3 types of accounting systems which are 
traditional, remote and online. It also explains what kind of services provided by the 
company based on each type of accounting systems. Besides that, it also explains the 
benefits of each type of accounting systems. 
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This is not a good system because it didn't provide online register for users and no 
pricing is provided. Although it did:n 't provide online registration, but it still Jet the user 
knows how to order their services which is by e-mail. This is because of the system 
provides a link which can send e-mail to the administrator and user can write any query 
in the mail to ask from administrator. 
Overall , this system is not an attractive and user-friendly system which can refer to. 
This system didn't include many links about accmmting, but it did include links about 
the company and their services such as online business taxes and online tax efiling. 
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System 7: 
URL: http://www.indialedger.com/home/default.asp 
Title: e-Accounting System oflnd1aledger.com 
Date referred: 9/7/2002 
~-·················································· 
i.nc:l.i.a.!edg(j.r.!.c.om. .. .............. .............. ... .... .......... .................. ' :·?:: ~~d "r. .. ~.at~j 
I ••Tn• of Se1"-V'i.c:e• 
~- *;~ s. t.(:.s :~t~ « :t' :: :~« ~'t.<. *- t 
V. o;; ~~ :?' o :; Y:.;.u 
: ;~~;·~0~ .. , l' ............... . 
................................... ... -· ....................................................................... . 
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Figure 2.14: lndidaledger.com' s Home Page 
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Figure 2.15: Indialedger.com 's Order Page 
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The above system is one of the systems that can be classified in a good categoty 
because of its user-friendly and secure environment. Figure 2.14 is illustrates 
Tndialedger.com's home page and also log on page. This main page links to the other 
side such as the: 
a. Products- products which provided by indialedger.com 
b. Sibrn up - the sign up form for new user 
c. Partners- details about it' s partnership 
d. News - latest news about products and company 
e. Pricing- products' price rate 
This can give a rough idea to the users about products and price that provided by 
!ndialedger.com. And the users can have more information about the company such as 
security and partnership. Indialedger.com uses a secure server with 40 bit Secure 
Socket Layer (SSL) Security which can secure data transfer by encryption. This means 
that the system needs to provide a secure a mode in order to protect the integrity and 
the privacy of the data. Once user entered to this page, the system already provided a 
secure mode to its user. SSL is a security protocol that provides communications 
privacy over the Internet. Compared to other systems, this is a good system because the 
secure mode protects not only the privacy of the credit card number but also the 
particular of the customers such as the address, telephone number and those data inside 
their accounts. This feature make user feel that it's more reliable and efficient. 
The most important part is the online order that provided by Indialedger.com which 
shown in Figure 2.15. Besides that, it also has a Sign Up page which give a demo to 
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users about the flows of insert data in their accounts. lt roughly tell user what they will 
meet if they register as an authentication user and user can know what kind of accounts 
and features can prov1ded by this system. 
Overall, the system is very attractive because of the way they arranged the contents and 
some simple features that they can understand easily by users. Users can get all 
information they needed and makes them feel very comfortable when using it. ln 
conclusion, this is a very good system to refer to. 
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System 8: 
URL: http://www.medialegends.com/site/cpa-asp/ Associations.html 
Title: e-Accounting System of eAccounting Center 
Date referred: 26/6/2002 
tt ..Aceo•mrinf.) 
~ ~= ·::..-! ::}\ ~~:::·e(~: :. =.SI< ~.~~~ =: ~:d :·,..u :.1 ~ :;:- -\ :,; .;,;-c.Hu :i:h.J ;~-:.!k:: •· l: 
Hero's What You Will Loorn: 
• How to build your bus1ness through online outsource bookkeeping techniques 
• How to work dtrectly with your cltent's accounttng software - m real ttme, from anywhfire 
• How to enable you and your staff to work frorn horne, the office, or wherever you want 
• How to eliminate th ~ need to run disks Of documents back and forth 
• How1o get everyone in your office, and your client's office, on the same software 
• Huw1u cnrnt~t1 · r nu ffl p le utrit:es1.ulhE! Sd'r'!tl:f rtl:!fwork , !tll:~ s::.tn~ appltcdttons, c.nd1tte 
same data without expensf.-e private t@\ecommunica1ion circuits 
• \JVhy businesses are outsourcing , and why this is a great opportunity for you] 
Figure 2.16: eAccounting Center' s e-Accounting Page 
11<ii.~·Ki1~ li~IMWJ . 
...................... ~~ .... ~" ..... 
~c-~-Ea;~~>:'o~ ;)~-);.==~~ 
1 •• .•••••• ~::~:~,·-·····-·· j 
Si<Jnin y up fur ·l Uerwtuir (>n O&man!l suhscriptiMt is easier than you might think. Whether 
you are an accountant cr· a clier)t , use our secure _:}.i:J~3 .. :.~~-~-~:.?~i~.mJ to get started. 
Before Si9nin9llp ... 
The Wizard helps you register a user for our se!Vices. You will need the following informat ion 
before startmg: · 
• Us&r's: employer nama and mailing .addrAss 
• Accounling firm name Qf client business) 
• Specral b1llrng arrangements 
• User's name, phono, and em;il ;address 
• User's internet connection type and printer make/modal 
• Ltcense keys far hosted software serv1ce.s 
Figure 2.17: eAccounting Center' s Sign Up Page 
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A.cc.onnt Adlninistl atfl r Lo4Jh• 
: ......... ;::;~;;; ··--------, 
::::::=~~:~~~~~?.:::::J 
Enter your email address and press ~~ .:hr.~ ~ . Our system 'Nill detect if you are a new cr existing 
user and provide you with further login instructions. 
Your email address is used as your administralive login name. 
Email .A.ddross: 
Figure 2.18: eAccountlng Center's Log1n Page 
This system not only provides e-Accounting servtce, it also provides network on 
demand, e-marketing, corporate pmtal and web design. Figure 2.16 is the e-Accounting 
page of eAccounting Center. This page can link to Login, Subscribe, e-Marketing, Tax 
Tools and etc. This page provides most of information that users needed about services 
th.em but it didn' t provide price. Th.is page explains wh.at customer can learn from th.eir 
services and benefits can provide by those services. 
Th.e Subscribe page is shown in Figure 2.17 which let users to s1gn up as a new 
customer of the eAccounting Center. It explain all steps that need to do before and after 
sign up, which makes users feel better in register with a wizard provided. First it 
explains what kind of information user needs to gather first before they want to register 
as a user for those services. After they sign up, user needs to go to download center of 
the system to download some software which is one of the requirements of the system. 
Then, they need to wait for most 3 business days for their order being processing which 
the system will build them a virtual desktop. Finally, after customers being told to 
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ready for set up and orientation, they need to call the administrator to set up and begin 
the orientation session. The final step has to be done in between 3 business days after 
the customer being told to be ready for the set up and orientation session. 
And the login page is shown in Figure 2.18 which users just need to key in their e-mail 
address for login. It may make users feel lack of secure, because there is no password 
required. 
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System 9: 
URL: bttp://www.visionaryaccounting.com/index.phtml?state=CA&pid=ITWVP 
Title: e-Accounting System ofProfessional e-Accounting 
Date referred: 26/6/2002 
!:tfiasuuture 
W.l!~.LI£;:.9.~t 
lli , Jna£~<;!l?l! 
o !2!~E[!!".&.!~-~!!..'!!'~ 
~: .A:~ytrm~JA.nvwhac 
In The Web 
Welcom• to the fi-.: ofoccormt:inglln Th• W•h e-
Accounting Practice's online professional accounting 
Figure 2.19: Home Page ofProfessjonal e-Accounting 
Free 14 Dov test Drive 
T'-'?i~ 8"!U:t: 14-0;;y t!t'S1 ~ti!Je or P•l_• ~::::.:I;~Fi.i:'Ji,; S"I;!:IV((.£" tr .... th:y: ·~·ot:' :j tJ~NI:' t1tO:tSS tu f"-''...'i 
r1w~ ~r.r~~~ :l~l d~:-: .r .. -:;~ :-: -r' '"!: ~y w:~~- l'1>i•'" y~:-:r~ n~ livr. ~or~p:~ 11~n:--~!I!'Jwin~o4 \f fJ'I ~"':; ti :"! t!V~ t 'i\h;n !j 
\":; :.; ~CI-.!:,j :.:~ 'NIH• ~ te-~: •::J:r•(-·12::~ . t:n!~' :~ll!:1~~<.~t·>n::. ,o\ •:h~ w:.:,::::l~ . ;,;re~tt:: '='-"::::o:t• 'Cfi·:O t !s ~.-.. j 
q:~r:-. ;) ::'r6~·,:,r.; ~ll"~!J~t$ ::·.~ ;)\! he: c .a.~d it'-l ;;1: you:ttf~t'l"!! r.-,r ~4 ~"' !~ 
_,._ Com!)ii.rty 
~ fi~tot '13fd ~ouu :n.'lfl 
<!hovt 1 
r·························································· 
1 1' ...................................................... . 
f- Select One-
·-~~J .. ~..! 
Figure 2.20 : Professional e-Accmmting's Registration Page 
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Acc:ounting Professionals 
Certified ~'ttb l !c t«.:co unt cnts; 
Company ID : 
User ID 
...................................... ................. 
, Passw ord 
' 
' ··• acct 
Figure 2.21: Professional e-Accounting's Sign Up Page 
The above system is the e-Accotmting system for Professional e-Accmmting. It's home 
page shown in Figure 2.19. This page is quite user friendly as there are other links at 
left hand side of the page. The user can browse to the other pages very easily by 
clicking the links. The links were listed as below: 
a. Why Online Accmmting - home page of the system 
b. How It Works - explanation about the system operation 
c. Application- application using by the system such as General Ledger 
d. Infrastructure - infrastructure provided by the system such as security 
e. What You Get - trial version explanation and how user can buy the service 
The register page of the trial version for e-Accounting system is shown in Figure 2.20. 
This system only support online registration for trial version, it didn't provide online 
registration for the user who wishes to buy the service. The user has to call to buy the 
service. lt makes the system a bit not efficient and user-friendly in this kind of feature. 
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Figure 2.21 is illustrates Login page of the system. User needs to enter company ID, 
login ID and password. Once again, the system shows it's not user-friendly which 
didn 't provide hint question function for those users who might forget their password. 
This system is a quite functionary system and can conclude that it's a good system to be 
referred. 
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System 10: 
URL: http://www.rsmmcgladrey.com/services/Details/eaccounting.html 
Title: e-Accounting System ofRSM McGladrey 
Date referred: 26/6/2002 
Appr on ch/B9n9fit s 
~~~!!#~:·:::• 
Find our office nearest 
you ::md le3m about our 
pr@38nce in your state 
lZL. 
~~~iii!~~~,:; 
'1,\.'ab Site Hosting 
l6v&r.l y& Our E i< l~arhmc.e OnlheQ 
Eliminate the ha_ssles associated ¥rith the never-ending flow 
of accounting tasks by using our cost effect ive alternative to 
maintaining an internal .accounting staff or hiring additional 
personr1el. 
Wrth a-accounting , a secure lntamqt-b;sed seMce, y·ou 
11...., t11e opl1on of process.r1g doy·lo-doy occoun!ing 
transactions from your office while we handle your reporting 
needs. Or, you can outsource some ar all of your 
Uugkkeeping and alicqyntiog tasks to our trained 
pmfessionills We can oVRrsee p::~~~yroU, halance your 
Read lcka:> For ·rour 
Succes:J. our bimonthly 
general busmess 
publication. ~ 
• •~~~;:::f;::nu• 
R9dd hOW d-3CC'dUri11ng 
helpod lh1< Slart-up 
Figure 2.22: Home Page ofRSM McG1adrey 
{'~":f• ,:;: <')~ : ·".·; : ·-;· ~. ·"r:P:"<: 
our Cllerrt service center· is a p!!ot Dro£wam to serve c.lients via a Web-based Client Service Center. Because this Is a newwav of 
ser•;lng clients, we !lope you understand our need to !lrnltthe number of users at thiS time. Clients participating In this program can log 
In using the nelels below. 
:- 1 forgot my password or would lil<e more inforrnation about this program 
Figure 2.23: Login Page for RSM McGladrey 
Figure 2.22 is illustrates home page of the e-Accounting system which provided by 
RSM McGladrey. This page roughly explains some problems which facing by most of 
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those small or midsize companies who are using the traditional accounting system. 
Besides that, it also explains what kind of benefits can be earned by those companies if 
they are using the e-Accounting system. ff user wants to know more details about the 
benefits of the system they can click the link of Approach/Benefits link. Besides that, 
user also can browse the Service Link to get some information about services which the 
system provided by RSM McGladrey. The main problem is the system didn't provide 
online registration, it just !:,rive call number to let user to contact the administrator. ft 
makes the system a bit not user-friendly. 
The system's login page is shown in Figure 2.23. Users have to enter their user name 
and password to access their own account. If the user forgot the-ir password there -is a 
feature which let user to email the administrator to ask for password. It didn't look 
user-friendly and efficiency because it may delay the user' s time for checking or 
updating their accounts. 
Overall, this system isn't user-friendly because it didn't provide online registration and 
it didn 't provide hint question for user who forgot password although it let user email to 
administrator in stead. 
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2.3SUMMARY 
Chapter 2 presents the review of the existing systems. Th.ese systems have revealed the 
differences between a good system and a bad one. From the reviewed, this project can 
have some guidelines on how to make an efficient system by putting in the useful 
features. 
Chapter 3 presents the methodology and techniques of information gathering for the 
project. 
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3.1 INTRODUCTION 
Methodology is the revise of methods and arranges with the philosophical assumptions 
which are underlying in the research process. System analysis is a problem-solving 
technique that decomposes a system into its component pieces for the purpose of 
studying how well those component parts operate and cooperate to achieve their 
purpose. ln order to do so, the waterfall methodology was chosen and studied. 
3.2 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY 
3.2.1 Waterfall Methodology 
This methodology involves the gathering of all kinds' of information that related to the 
title of the project. The waterfall methodology is the first model describes the life cycle 
as a series of steps in which all the depiction levels between the difliculty and the 
execution are found, starting from the explanation and ending with process and 
maintenance. Each step is connected to the next step which is stand for chaining and to 
the previous step which is represents by the modification of feedback. Each step is 
linked with an authentication phase, the purpose of which is to check that the chosen 
solution be conventional to the step input the conditions. Any be short of conformity 
will mean that the step or the results of the previous step has to be reworked as shown 
in Figure 3.1. It is least flexible and most outdated of the life cycle models. It is suitable 
for those projects which have low risk in the areas of user interface and performance 
requirements, but high risk in budgeting and schedule expectedness and control. 
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Figure 3.1: Waterfall Methodology 
The Waterfall methodology is chosen for the following reasons: 
a. To recognize the structure of the system - the logical :flow can be looked up 
easily. 
b. For repeatability - each. step can be done again to guarantee th.e execution. 
c. To ensure expectedness - allow guesstimate for the output. 
d. Involves user participation - acquire to know more of the system requirements so 
that the ideal system can be manufacture. 
e. To ensure chain of events is encounter - it introduce a high. Level view of what's 
going on during the progresses. 
3.3 INFORMATION GATHERING TECHNIQUES 
The techniques that have been exercised to gather infonnation were by reading 
materials, online surfing, program analysis, observation, interview with those 
professional in accounting field and literature review which is one in the previous 
chapter. So, other approached has been practice and listed as below: 
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3.3.1 Reading Materials 
A lot of published literatures have been read in order to gather information of the users ' 
requirements, system development requirements and technical issues of the projected 
system. All these can be classified into the in printed material (especially books and 
journal) and non-printed material such as electronic document. Through reading, ideas 
are survived to get from books, magazines and journal to be applied in the projected 
system. Much useful information has been found from PC Magazine, Tn-Tech and 
Computimes from local newspaper, Star and News Strait Times that provides me with 
the technology in lnfonnation Technology and computing fields. 
3.3.2 Online Surfing 
Internet is being practiced to search for information on the web - the latest 
technologies, existing e-accounting systems and infonuation correlated to the project. 
Sites visits and joining related newsgroups on the World Wide Web (WWW) are 
important to get a great amount of up-to-date information from all around the world. 
Besides that, some online tutorials regarding to the programming language can also be 
found through surfing the Internet. Sending e-mail to those experts in certain related 
fields is helping a lot in solving problems that based on their experiences. 
3.3.3 Program Analysis 
Some of accounting programs have been analyzed were Quick Book and My Book. By 
study those programs, basic users' needs can be known. It can give me an idea of how 
is the data flow of the system. 
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3.3.4 Observation 
Observation at UNfVERSAL Sdn. Bhd. has been done and it has been found out the 
accounting system is runs manually by its administrators. There are only a few people 
who look after the counter. The customer will go to the cmmter to make the loan or 
payment transaction. The loans' or payments' details were recorded in a record book 
and will be repossessed when it is required. This makes the transaction slower because 
there is only one record book. Afterwards, end of everyday the administrator, Mrs. 
Hum to update those records into relevant accmmt books manually. By that, she will 
know the debt amount of each customer, total amount of the receivable payment on that 
day and how many days still leave for each customer to clear their payment. Then, she 
has to update customer's details when there have any changes. 
3.3.5 lnterview witb Professional in Accounting Field 
An interview with those professional in accounting field has been applied in order to 
acquire help and advices during the development of the project. 
3.4SUMMARY 
Chapter 3 presents the methodology and techniques of information gathering of the 
project. Waterfall methodology has been chosen as the framework to develop the 
system. Various techniques of information gathering such as online surfing and 
discussion with supervisor have been practiced. 
Chapter 4 will present the system analysis of the project. The system analysis includes 
functional requirements, non-functional requirement, development tools, the system 
requirements and the user system requirements. 
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4.1 REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS 
4.1.1 Functional Requirements 
A functional requirement is a function or feature that must be included in an 
infonnation system to fulfill the business need and be suitable to the users. Below listed 
the ftmctional requirements of the system: 
a. User-friendly byperlink 
The user can freely browses any web page at any sequence that they like. Every 
web page included suitable links to connect to any web page. This allow user able 
to go to any web pages easily. For examples, the user can go to the "services 
link" to view the services and prices of those services that provided and then link 
to " IO!:,rin link" to register online for non-authorize users or login for authorize 
users. 
b. Electronic Form 
There are two major forms provided by this system. The first one is the login 
form for authorize users, followed by the registration form for non-authorize 
users. 
c. Validation of user input 
Some of the input fields in the e-form are significant and essential for the back-
end processing; therefore these fields must not be left unfilled such as the e-mail 
address. If the user failed to key in that necessary information, an error message 
will produce and display to the web page. 
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d. Administration module 
1. Upload services 
n. Update pricing rates 
m. Retrieve information 
tv. Authentication 
v. Feedback maintenance 
e. User module 
1. Registration 
u. Login 
111. Browsing capabilities 
tv. Sending feedback 
4.1.2 Nonfunctional Requirements 
A nonfunctional requirement is a depiction of the features, characteristics and attributes 
of the system as well as any restrictions that may limit the botmdaries of the proposed 
resolution. There are many categorizations of nonfunctional requirements. The PIECES 
framework is an outstanding tool for categorize nonfunctional requirements. PIECES 
are the first alphabets for performance, information , economy, control (and security), 
efficiency and service. 
a. Performance 
The performance of the system is expected to show evidence of the resolutions 
have to meet the needs of the users. 
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b. Information 
The system has to present the information that is applicable to the users in terms 
of content, timeliness, accuracy and fonnat. 
c. Economy 
Which means that the need for the system to decrease costs or increase profits. 
d. Control (and security) 
t. Represent the enviromnent which must be working, in addition to the type 
and degree of security that must be furnished. 
n. Operation server able to establish a secure connection with the customer's 
Internet browser by using the Secure Socket Layers (SSL) technology 
which can encrypt aU transm.itted information. Most of the customers press 
for this type of connection, as they might want their personal details to be 
protected. 
ut. SSL is a security protocol that provides communications privacy over the 
Internet. The protocol allows client-server applications to communicate in a 
way that is designed to prevent waves dropping, tampering or message 
forgery. 
e. Efficiency 
Efficiency m computer technology means a process or procedure that can be 
called or accepted in an unlimited number of times to produce similar outcomes 
output at a creditable pace or speeds. 
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f. Service 
L Represent needs m order for the system to be reliable, flexible and 
expandable. 
u. The system must be stable. The purpose of a web server is to respond to 
HTTP request from the browser by delivering a requested file, or executing 
a script. The online reservation system must be run in 24 hours basis. Every 
line and price of equipment must be backed up. ln order to support all those 
tasks, the web server must be very stable. 
I 
4.2 CHOOSING WEB APPLICATION PROGRAMMING TOOLS 
There is a lot of web application programming tools that can be use to develop a web-
based system such as the Active Server Pages (ASP), Java Server Pages (JSP), 
Common Gateway Interface (CGI) and so on. The tool that was chosen to develop this 
project was the ASP. Below is the basic of ASP and the comparisons between the web 
programming tools. 
4.2.1 The Basic of Active Server Pages (ASP) and The Advantages 
Active Server Pages (ASP) is a famous tool for generating dynamic web pages. ASP is 
Microsoft technology and it runs by let developers the functionality of a programming 
language; developers write programming code that will create the HTML for the web 
page dynamically. So, at whatever time a user browses to web site and requirements 
one of ASP pages, the ASP code is progression at that time by a special piece of 
software - the web server. This processing produces the HTML, which is then passed 
to the browser and used to generate the page itself, on the user's screen. · 
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The ability of ASP lies in two facts: 
1. The HTML is not produced until the user desires to see the web page. 
u. It doesn' t be bothered kind of the web browser is being used. 
Although ASP isn ' t the first technology to recommend these features, but it's certainly 
one of the greatest and generally used in industry; and critically, it's one of the fastest. 
ASP is dissimilar from many Microsoft technologies in the following respect: 
1. while ASP must be implemented on a computer that support it 
n. users can look at ASP-driven web pages fi-om any computer and with any 
modem browser 
This has allowed developers to improve their web pages with interactive features and 
even to resolve common business troubles- to such an extent that pages with the .a.\p 
suffix are rapid becoming as common as those with the .htm suffix. 
ASP is possible one of the most essential modernizations to appear on the Web - for 
developers and users of the Internet and intranets. 
Below is the list of the advantages of ASP: 
a. its power to create pages that are responsive to aspects such as time and place 
b. can apply ASP to modify web pages to the specific requirements of each 
individual user 
c. ASP is moderately easy to learn 
ASP is just a method of merge scripting code (which implements on the senrer as the 
page is loaded by the Web server) with HTML and other Web page content. It is such 
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as understandable, spontaneous and great techniques that it is fast replacing earlier 
Microsoft tec-hnologies, such as the Internet Database Connector (IDC) and custom 
CGT and TSAPT applications. 
internet information Server (US) works by being arranged to correlate ASP files (which 
have the .asp or .asa file extension) with a special plug-in - itself an ISAPI application. 
This decodes the file, implements any ASP script it contains and outputs it as HTML. 
The joint result is then sending away to the client via liS as shown in Figure 4.1 . 
I Client 
Server 
t~~.9.~~.~ N•••ll •.•wu:.:::: n.••••••••••••••••• ---··•••••••••••••••·•··-'"'·"'w ... ,--
Fetch fil e 
from disk 
1 Response ' 
.htm or '+-+--!-----!~-=~-==~::~ 
....._ ___ ~ .html fi le 
ASP 
Interpreter 
t 
,_;. 
'-- ··················· .. ·········v 
0 OOnon} / 
.asp or .asa ~·/ 
me ; 
•,•,•,•.•,•,•,•,••.•u.•...-u•,•u .... ~.·n.•.• ,•.~) 
liS 
i Hard. Disk ! 
.r{..._ ~ // "· -·-··~·--"" 
Figure 4.1 : Basic ASP request-response model 
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4.3 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
4.3.1 Web database 
The accmate database for a specific situation depends on several factors, including 
scalabllity (number of users, size of data), reliability (mission-critical data, such as 
potential sales contacts) and existing experience (Office user versus professional 
database administrator). 
Microsoft Access is not really an RDBMS. However, it is a well-liked development 
back end and recommends some fairly advanced features, such as true database 
duplication. On the other hand, it does not provide a absolute SQL implementation, and 
because it is not really c]ient/server, its functioning paJes against even the least 
expensive of the true client/server database engines. Nevertheless, because it is well-
liked and because Visual Basic recommends easy support for Access, it was chosen as 
web server in this project. 
4.3.2 Web Server 
Internet Information Server (liS) is a standardized Web and FTP (File Transfer 
Protocol) server from Microsoft. liS is planned to nm on the Windows operating 
system and is an l'ntemet standards-compliant HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) 
server that also includes FTP and several other costly Web- and FTP-related services. 
IIS provides users more broadcasting abilities than most other Web servers. With IIS, 
users will be able to execute the following tasks: 
• 
• 
• 
Quickly and easily broadcast information on a Web or FTP site 
Develop and run Web-based applications 
Distantly administer and control users Web site across the Internet 
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ln other words, US allows users to fully design, generate, organize, and manage Web 
sites of any size, from md:iv1dual personal pages to fully mteraction high-traffic 
corporate sites. TTS makes the progression of converting business infonnation into Web 
applications not just possible; it greatly makes simpler the effort required. 
With the strict combination of several applications from the Option Pack, US's 
capability to support spread Web applications is greatly enhanced. Operation ASP files 
improve commerce and business communications by improv1ng script management. 
ASP files can implement specific transactions within the context of the Microsoft 
Transaction Server; therefore, if a script breaks down, the transaction is terminated and 
no data will be missing in an uncertain condition. This presents for a more secure, 
reliable, and faster interactions link between business partners, as well as between 
vendors and their customers. 
With ffS, it's probable to begin each application or sub process in a separate Windows 
virtual machine. This method separates each Websites and application from the rest of 
the system; therefore, if any Web site or application should crash or delay, the rest of 
the system is not influenced and carry on to run unabated. When a not succeed 
application is called, TTS can restart the process by creating a new virtual machine in 
which the application will progress. This gives liS with a crash-protection system and 
allows automatic rescue from process breakdowns. By beginning each process 
independently, individual components may be loaded and Wll.oaded from memory, as 
required, without restarting the whole liS environment. 
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With US, script programmers can gather the benefits of the built-in Microsoft Script 
Debugger. This tool gives real-time interaction feedback for debugging and 
troubleshooting ASP. This is a great deal easier than executing such pages with regular 
file outputs to create trace values for following analysis (which was the only debugging 
technique presented to ASP programmers in earlier US executions). 
With the supplement of the Certificate Server to llS, corporations are now able to set up 
their own X.509 certificate authorities. This expands client or customer 
acknowledgment and provides better certificate and identity authentication services. 
Likewise, enhanced SSL protocol supports liS greater manage over secure 
communication. Server Gates Crypto (SGC) is an extension to SSL that !:,'Tants llS the 
capability to use 129-bit encryption. 
IIS integrates several erihancements in the part of manag:ing and controll:ing Web site 
content. Index Server 2.0 offers a greatly better scope of indexing and searching 
abilities than those of Index Server 1.0. A strong search engine in its own right, Index 
Server permits HTML documents, text-only files , Microsoft Office documents, Adobe 
PDF files, and many other file fonnats to be sought online. When used in combination 
with ASP, ActiveX, and SQL, Index Server is much more than a usual search engine. 
4.3.3 Operating System 
The operating system that was chosen to develop the project is the Windows 2000 
Professional. Windows 2000 gives an inspiring platform of Internet, intranet, extranet, 
and management applications that incorporate securely with Active Directory. It can set 
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up virtual private networks - secure, encrypted connections across the Internet. Below 
is the list of advantages for using Windows 2000: 
a. Has much improved support for newer peripherals and mobile users 
b. Windows 2000 Professional 's interface, which looks a lot like Windows 98 
c. Outstanding security and backup, and elasticity for development. 
d. Service providers will be concerned to Windows 2000's high-availability 
features 
e. Windows 2000 is intended specially for mobile and desktop machines operation 
in businesses. 
( lts user interface is much simpler and sophisticated than that of Windows 98 and 
Windows NT 4. 0 
g. The workstation version of Windows 2000, called Windows 2000 Professional, 
is really easier to use than Windows NT 4 and has a Jot advance support for 
newer peripherals and mobile users 
h. Compatibility, security, and reliability 
1. It will operate forever, with no reboots or crashes 
4.3.4 Web Browser 
Web browser is sometimes called web client. The most common encountered browsers 
is Netscape Navigator, Microsoft Internet Explorer, and the venerable Mosaic, are the 
user' s gateway to th.e information available on th.e Web. Th.e client h.as three main 
func6ons : 
a. 
b. 
c. 
Connects with web server on the Internet using the HTTP protocol. 
Give the tools to navigate between web documents and servers. 
Provide a means of screening the content of web documents. 
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Web browser that was chosen is fntemet Explorer 6.0 which supports ASP, DHTML 
etc . 
4.4 USER SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
4.4.1 Server Computer Hardware Requirements 
Hardware requirements for the server computer are: 
o PC with Pentium lT1 (300MHz or higher) 
o 128 MB of RAM 
o At least 20 GB ofbard disk space 
o VGA or higher-resolution monitor; Super VGA recommended 
o Peripherals - Microsoft Mouse or compatible pointing device 
4.4.2 Client Computer Hardware Requirements 
The hardware that required for this project are: 
o PC with Pentium II (300 MHz or higher) 
o 128MB ofRAM 
o At least 1GB of hard disk space 
0 VGA or higher-resolution monjtor; Super VGA recommended 
0 Peripherals - Microsoft Mouse or compatible pointing device 
o At least 10 bps network card 
4.4.3 Server Software Requirements 
The software that required to be installed into the server computer are: 
0 Microsoft Windows 2000 Professional 
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o Microsoft Access 
o Microsoft FrontPage 
o Internet Information Server 
o Visual Studio 6.0 
4.4.4 Client Software Requirements 
The software that required to be installed into the client computer are: 
o Web browser that support ASP 
4.5SUMMARY 
Chapter four presents the system analysis of the project. The functional requirements 
are divided into two modules, i.e . the administration module and user module. Where 
as, the non-fimctional requirements is classified by the PIECES framework. The chosen 
development software and tools are the Windows 2000 Professional, Microsoft Access, 
Internet Information Server (IIS), Visual Stndio 6.0 and Active Server Pages (ASP). 
Chapter 5 presents the system design of the project. The designs include the process 
design, input fonn design, user interface design and database design. It also predicts the 
expected outcome ofthe project. 
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5.1 INTRODUCTION 
System design is a process through which rations are interpreted into a model or 
representation of software that can be accessed for qmility before coding starts. 
5.1.1 System Architecture 
As a conclusion, the proposed client/server architecture to be used in this project is the 
three-tier architecture because the system includes multiple users, which are provided 
by the three-tier system. 
The three-tier architecture (also mention as the multi-tier architecture) appeared to beat 
the restrictions of the two-tier architecttrre. In the three-tier architecttrre, a middle tier 
was appeared in between of the user system interface client environment and the 
database management server environment. There are some ways of executing this 
middle tier, such as transaction processing monitors, message servers or application 
servers. The middle tier can execute queuing, application execution and database 
staging. In addition the middle layer puts in scheduling and prioritization for work in 
movement. The three-tier client/server architecture has been publicized to enhance 
performance for groups with a large number of users (in the thousands) and expands the 
fleXJbility when compared to the two-tier architecture. Flexibility in separation can be a 
simple as "dragging and dropping" application code modules onto different computers 
in some three-tier architecture. A restriction with three-tier architectures is that the 
development environment is supposedly more difficult to use than the visuaUy oriented 
deveJopme11t of two-tier applications. 
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The three-tier architectw-e is applied when an effective distributed client/server design 
is required that affords (when compared to the two-tier) better performance, flexibility, 
maintainability, reusability and scalability, while hiding the complexity of distributed 
giving out from the user. These characteristics have made three layer architectures a 
well-Liked choice for Internet applications and net-centric information systems. 
Three-tier distributed client/server architecture (as shown in Fib'Ure 5.1) includes a user 
system interface top tier where user services (such as session, text input, dialog and 
display management) reside. 
Three-Tiers 
User System Interface 
Process Management 
Database Management 
Figure 5.1: Three-Tier Distributed Client/Server Architecture 
5.1.2 Overview of e-Accounting System 
The proposed client/server architecture to be used in this project is the three-tier 
architecture because the system includes multiple users, which are provided by the 
three-tier system. Figure 5.2 shows how the three-tier architecture is implemented in 
thee-Accounting System. 
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Weh Client 
ASP seJUls re,vst 
11
. 
,.. ............................................................. _ 
ASP parses data aad 
retv'IIS ltbl a fermatted 
ana 
1. User can access the 
web page and make 
online registration, 
login or retrieve data 
ASP .rr.ttll'liS 
related uta. 
There is a processing 
engine at this 1eve1 
and it resides on the 
machine running liS. 
ASP parses l"e4J.-t aai gees-18 
database f.r iata tkr.liCh O.DBD 
calls 
Data.hase 
Registration details, user 
details and related data will 
store in the Microsoft 
Access database for retr.ieve 
and update purposes. 
Figure 5.2: Overview of e-Accounting System and Three-Tjer Arcbjtecture 
5.2 PROCESS DESIGN 
As mentioned in Chapter 1, tills project IS djvi.ded into two modules, namely the 
administration module and user module. Figure 5.3 is illustrates the context diagram of 
the entire system. 
• I "'\ 
0 
Update Acoou11t. T rausacti:>n Repoot 
B:tOWSing tho sh. Gettin;.Imo User 
User P~tratim Web-based Memhers!Up Cortfimtoti= 
Send Feed Back 
.. e-h,~cv«-.'!ntW~ Feedback l.nfu 
Logi:l.ID &Password §y~~~rn 
U pba.d Servioes Services Status ~ 
Administrator U pdale Price Rates onfmn.ati:>nPrice Rate Administrator 
Admin hi£? Admin In£? Confu:tn.ti>n 
\.. / 
Figure 5.3: Context Diagram for the System 
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5.2.1 Administration module 
, ........................................ . 
, ... _l::~~ -IJ:l .. a.r'~.!>.•.•~ord • j Validation o fiD • Relevant, records 
! : and Password ! I '"'·····-·····-··"· --.............  ~) 
/ _,..,_....,.,.""'""' ........................ , ..................... ...,'1.. 
,---~~~-~es .. __.) Upload Latest rN~e~w-"inli~or~m!!!.a~ti~on:!.-.,.IL!D~2:.JILis~e"~"~· ce~s-
i....... Servtces ......... . 
I Dl I Login 
Account 
( .. ... -. ....... . ..,...... --~ ..... .-....,.;,..,,., ... 
Update Price 
. . · · .,_ .. Newnrice ' I Admmtstratton , .... iiii:e/: ... ._ ... 10-\.. Rates ,, 
i r ................ .. ...... ~ 
L--~~';:~:; .... J< ....... ;__;_~~;.Il ........ ) 
New Ulformation . I 03 I ~:::. 
Re latedinformation I 041 User. 
. . Details 
- -----·. 
Analysis couunents 
' · ··· · ·· ·· · · ···-------~--·--·~>; FeedBack RelflV'lllt ideas · 
i ... ........................................ .., i 
Figure 5.4 : Data Flow Diagram of the Administrator Module Processes 
Figure 5.4 illustrates data flow diagram of the administrator module process. The 
processes of the administration are described below: 
a. Each administrator has its own login TD and password. In order to access the 
database, the administrators have to enter their login ID and password and the 
Login account where the entire password is kept wiU verify it. lf the login 10 and 
password is accepted, the system administrator is given the permission to upload 
services, update price rates and retrieve information fi-om the database. 
b. Once there is a new service, the administrator will upload the information to the 
database and store it in the services section. Besides that, if there are any changes 
at the rate of the price, the administrator will upload the new information in the 
price rates section. 
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c. Administrators also have the right to retrieve the data from the database in order 
to generate a user account. All the data is needed will be stored in the user details 
section . The data kept such as e-mail address of the user which will be login 
name for that user. 
d. Lastly, the administrator can analyze the comments and special requests from the 
customer and they will give back the feedback to them by sending it via the e-
mail . 
5.2.2 User Module 
. Logm_J? . Oli1~. 1'as~"':I)I.~ -- J. Validation ofiD 
t andPassword 
Edit dat• ( 
.-. - ·· ········--: 
( 
.. 
r 
Looku:!.gfor i 
User i%ii'ormat.O~ \. 
I f 
i Reg~,ter •• ?. newuser ~ L.-. 
·······-·----··········..., 
Go~nt ot req,;e~t 
Update 
Acco unt~ 
Browsing 
Registration 
' •:: 
\ 
:.....-.................... .. . 
C ...... -.········"··················-··) 
Relevmt records I Dl I Login 
Account 
Related information D2 User' • 
At:t:'UCLtL 
New information j m j WebP"l?e 
Relalbd infonnation 1041 Um 
Det.&ls 
Figure 5.5: Data Flow Diagram of the User Module Processes 
Figure 5.5 illustrates the data flow diagram of the user module processes. The processes 
of the user module are described below: 
a. 
The user can register as a new user by using the registration form that will be 
provided and tbis information will be stored in the user details section. 
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b. Besides register as a new user, user also can browse the web page to get some 
information about the services, benefits and price rates. 
c. For existing user, they have their own login ID and password. In order to access 
the database, the users have to enter their login ID and password and the login 
account where the entire password is kept will verity it. [f the login fD and 
password is accepted, the user is given the pennission to edit their account and 
update it. 
d. Once the existing user has changed the information in their account, it will 
update and store in database. User can retrieve those data which store in user 
accmmt section. 
e. Finally, the user can send the comments and special requests to the administrator 
and they will get back the feedback from administrator by e-mail. 
5.2.3 Accounting Module 
Accountina module is a sub module of the user module which can explain more details 
0 
for the whole process of the user module especially existing users. Figure 5.6 illustrates 
the data flow diagram of the accounting module processes. The processes of the 
accounting module are described below: 
a. After the user login, user can retrieve data from database or add in data to 
database. User has to insert all the information about product to the inventory 
control section. Changing in this section will update and store in database. 
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Besides that, those details about inventory will also be stored in purchases order 
section and order entry section. 
b. User can update payment of purchases order or order entry to the database. This 
infonnation will be stored in purchases order or order entry section. 
c. User can view any of General Ledger, Account Receivable or Account Payable 
by retrieve data from database. User no needs to insert any thing and edit 
anything in these sections. Account Receivable will retrieve data from order 
entry section and save aJJ the changes in account receivable section. Besides that, 
Account Payable will retrieve data fi-om purchases order section and stored those 
changes in account payable section. Finally, General Ledger will retrieve data 
from account receivable section and account payable section to update it data. 
Those changes will be stored in general ledger section. 
__ E_!!ter purchases Update Purchases ·. ?.J!!'.l)L -~~ D2 J ~~~ases 
i order Order ' -"' 1 . _ _ _ _ _ __ i Details,....---· r=;-r;,-----
; ,.------ , __.- --- Details Dl Inventory 
.. -~!" inve_1lt.o.r.Y: .. ---( Update Int•entory ( ... --.. -------· Control 
Control j·- ·----~S.-.. 
, . User ! r E.u.~:. ~:r~~---~4[ Upda~ On:ler Entry L-. ..::~l~~--~ ... 1r;D;::-:J;--,Ir;~:;:-nt7~-r-
Related._. _.!· Update Account ~ Updated _ ___ __ _ 
,....-_,..,,--,....--·~----a-etails- ' ~ -a;.ta-"- ·- '--...1...::-=.t..=::.:.:.._ 
D2 Purchases Payable 
Order (======) r=-:=-r~--:;::-::::~---:Ri:e-;:la:T;te~d-:•/ Update Account ';..~:::-~-~-~- '----L..::c::..:..::c:.:..::.:.:.:_ I D3 I Order Entry details Receivable 
Account 
Receivable 
Update General 
Ledger 
Figure 5.6: Data Flow Diagram of the Accounting Module Processes. 
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5.3 INPUT FORM DESIGN 
The input form design is shown below. There are a few of input fonns being prepared 
for the user namely registration form, feedback form, admin login, user login, update 
services or price rate and payment foTITI . 
5.3.1 Registration Form 
The registration form is illustrated in Figure 5.7. This form involved a secure part 
where a secure sockets layer was implemented in order to protect the security of the 
data during transmission. This form is divided into five sections namely the information 
details, user infonnation, login information, hint question and answer and also online 
payment. 
Infonnation details requires the user to enter the services details such as the type of 
services they wanted by choosing it from the drop down menu. The users also need to 
specifY the number of order they wanted. 
User information is requires user to fill in their details to apply the service such as user 
name and e-mail address which the accounting company can contact the user by e-mail. 
Login infonnation is requires user to key in login name and password tbey desire. 
Besides that, user also can choose hint question from drop down menu. This function is 
to help user when they forgot their password, they have to answer that hint question 
before they can retrieve their password. 
Finall the online payment is requires user to fill in those inJormation of their card y, 
such as card type. 
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lnfonnation Details 
Subscaiption Peaiod I Amount I OnJer Quanti tv 
!Name : 
Address : 
/zip : 
Country : j 
I I 
User lnfonnation 
r ···················· · ····································································· .. ······ ······························· 
:--······························u.u.· ..... ·.······•·····•···.c.:-.· •• ·•• u.-••• -•.• -.-••••.••. .._. •.• ·.· .. .•. ·•· ...•.. -.-...... -.• .. .. •.;, •• -.· •• ..-•• ·.u .... . -.o.-.· •... ·.··· ········• 
l 
i 
r City :I 
E-mail : j 
Stale : r 
Fax Number : r 
'l'"~,_,,_,,,,,,,,,,_,.., 
(0) : J 
:l"""~,----.....,_---- r---------------
Phone (H) : i (HJP> : l 
Lol!in Information 
Login Name *"' r ... ......... ..  
Password ** 
~-.w~, .... ·u ••• •• · • ...-u •• · •• w •••• ·.~- f""""'""MI.,u,u ... v,•u,. 0WNo"• oWoo"U'<Ho 
Confrrm Password j 
** Login Name and Password must be at least 6 characters long 
Please provide a hin.t CJDesUon aAd anttwer .tbat :will .en.able yoa to~ if~ fon!et your #USWO....cf. 
!! :: 
IY our Hint Question : i Hint Answer : i 
Online Payment 
r Card Type : , Card Number : r ..
Card Holder : i Expired Date : J 
Figme 5.7: Registration Form. 
5.3.2 Feed Back Form 
The feed back fom1 is for the users to give their conunents and suggests about this web 
site and the services provided by this accounting company. Figure 5.8 is illustrates the 
feed back fonn . This fonn requires user to enter their details such as name and e-mail 
which administrator can know who they should reply to. This form has two text area for 
user to enter suggestion which is text area for suggestion about the service and text area 
for sugges6on about the web site. 
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··········· ···· ···· · .. ....... : .... ... ...... ............. ··········· .. 
iName 
Company 
uCity 
E-Mail 
"Please Suggest as to how we can 
; m1prove our services 
... ············ .......................... . 
;i What is your suggestiQn about this 
:website? 
This field is required 
•• H. This fi eld is required 
This field is required 
wHuHw HwH • • n n nnw n nHn • w Hn• • Hw wHn :~~~HrH~TwH<•HHnH n<< Hw< ••• n• • w OH • Hn • ••• ••Hn nHon 
f igure 5.8: feed Back Form. 
5.3.3 Admin Login 
The Admin Login is a form for administrators to login into the database to retrieve or 
update data. Figure 5.9 is illustrates the Admin Login. Adminjstrators have to enter the 
admin name, admin fD and password for login purpose and the database will verify the 
infonnation. After loe,rin successfully only the administrators can retrieve or update data 
in the database. 
Admin. ID L.noUOUHUHo•WOnOO HUOmo•OUOUWOUHH WUUOUOUOWU . .../ 
Admin. Name 
Password 
Figure 5.9: Admin Login 
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5.3.4 User Login 
The existing users have to login to access the database to retrieve their data. figure 5. lO 
is illustrates the User Login fonn . Users have to enter the user name, login ID and 
password in order to login successfully after the database has verified those data. 
LoginiD : !... ................................. ....................................... ...! 
User Name :I I 
Password ! .......... .... ............................................................ ..! 
Login 
Figure 5.10: User Login 
5.3.5 Update Service or Price Rate 
The Update Service or Price Rate form is shown in Figure 5.11. After the 
administrators login, they can update the service or its price rate by using this form. 
I Update Service Or Price Rates 
!service Type . : 
/Price Rate ... 
Figure 5.11 : Update Service or Price Rate 
5.3.6 Payment Form 
For those existing users, their can update those payment that have been made by them 
or by their customers by using the Payment Form as shown in Figure 5.12. 
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Account's Name 
CustomeriD(V endoriD) : 
Balance Debt : • 
.Jl.mount of payment : . 
Cheque No: 
Figure 5.12: Payment Form 
5.4 USER INTERFACE DESIGN 
The following are the interface designs proposed for the system. 
Company Logo i\YELCC>1iE 
' ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Home 
Services 
Login 
FeedBack 
Briefing about company background 
Company address and contact number. 
Figure 5.13: Home Page 
The Home Page of this web site is shown in Figure 5.13. The home page's left hand 
side is a table that containing hyperlinks that cha11ge the page 's content which will take 
place the right hand side of the page. The page 's right hand side is the welcome page 
and a briefing about the company's background. 
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Company L ogo SER\1CES CENTER 
Briefing about company's sell/lees 
Home 
Services 
Login "' ·' ·'"-'··-- ·-·-'----·-· ---- ---
FeedBar.k Company address and contact numher. 
Figure 5.14: Service Page 
Figure 5.14 is display the Service Page of the web site. In this page, the content is 
including type of the service which provide by the system and price rate of every 
servt.ce. 
Comp>my Logo KVEL('(iME 
Briefing about accounts and ledger in the system. 
... 
--
L ogout 
General Ledger 
Accounts 
Payment 
Invenrory Company address and contact number. 
Figure 5.15: Account Page 
The Account Page is shown in Figure 5.15. This page only can view by those existing 
users after they have successfully login. Users can browser to others page by using the 
hyperlinks features at the left hand side of every page. The content of every page will 
be place in right hand side of every page. 
5.5 DATABASE DESIGN 
Database is needed in this project. Microsoft Access 2000 is the database that will be 
use in this project. The designs of the database are based on the requirements of the 
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system. The designs include the Entity Relationship (E-R) model and the data 
dictjonary of the system. 
5.5.1 Entity Relational (E-R) Model 
User' s ID & 
Password 
. ...-
~·· _ __,~-----~- ,.....N 
..,~~----,----"'---··~- .... -:: :..::" L---.,...,11.------___J 
""-. Edit > -r~ -..... 
··--- -... ____ ;'" __ ... --· ... · <:'~ . ..----·Log~-------~~> 
iM -----.. ~.T,.,., .  /· .... - -~-~ FeedBack 
User 
Account 
.----'-': 1=--- --, N ___ ...... ---~--< . ....,__ ..... ___ _ 
User f ............. ....-:~. Send ,> 
L-----,1,-. N _ __ ...~.:N ·-·· :::;::~:~::~:::_--_-·/ 
_..., /·-··-· ··..!· ·-·-~ ·- · --... <-:.- Register --~;-
~::--... _ B!-o wse -;.> -........... .. ....__·-~ ... -~--,.--..t:::: 
-.. -~ ... --y~-~----··· ~{' -,_ 
iM 
Web Page 
figure 5.16: User Module E-R Diagram 
New User 
Account 
Figure 5.16 illustrated the entity relational diagram of a user module. Users can browse 
the web site to retrieve any information they want. Besides that, users can send some 
comments or inquiry as feed back to administrator. For non authentication users, they 
can register a new user account through the system. Within a period, the administrator 
will let the user know whether their application is approve by administrator or not. For 
authentication user, they need to enter their user lD and password in order to retrieve 
data from their accounts. They can edit and update their data by this system. 
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New User 
Accounts FeedBack 
N 
<--~-----;;;·!~-~~---- --::> 
~ ............... __ .,...,.- ~,..... .. -.. 
IM 
Services 
I Prices Rate 
Figure 5.17: Administrator Module E-R Diagram 
Figure 5. 17 illustrates the E-R diagram of the administrator module. Administrator 
need to key in their Administrator JD and password to invo]ve any works related to the 
system. Administrator can upload the Services and Price rates information. Besides 
that, Administrator also can retrieve information about feed back from users, and then 
they will reply those users by e-maiL Administrator also can approve those reliable 
users to own a new account to save their data. 
5.5.2 Data Dictionary 
The following are the data dictionary that explains the items and fields of the database 
that used in the e-Accounting system. Table 5.1 to Table 5.8 presents the various tables 
in the database. 
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5.5.2.1 User Account Information Table 
Table 5.1: User Account Information Table 
Column Name DataT~e Description 
LoginiD VarChar (10) Primary Key. Member Login ID 
UserName VarChar (10) User' s name 
Password VarChar (10) User' s password 
Emai) VarChar (30) User's emai) address 
HintQuest.ion VarChar (50) HintQuestion when user forgot password, the user 
can key in the help question for retrieve the login 
ID and password after key in the right answer tor 
the he!£. question. 
HintAnswer VarChar (50) HintAnswer, after the user key in the right help 
answer for the help question, they will retrieve 
their login ID and password. 
5.5.2.2 User Address and Contact Table 
Table 5.2: User Address and Contact Table 
Column Name Data Type Description 
LoginiD VarChar (10) Primary Key. Member login ID 
UseiName V arChar (J 01 User' .s .name 
CompanyN.ame VarChar (20) User's .company name 
Address} V arChar (30) User's address 
. 
ZipCode VarChar(5) Zip Code Number 
City V arChar (15) City name 
State V arChar {15) State name 
Country VarChar (15) Coun__!!y Name 
Email V arChar (30) User's email Address 
HomePhone V arChar (1 0) User's house phone number 
OfficePhone V arChar (1 0) User's office phone number 
Mobile Phone VarChar (10) User's mobile phone number 
FaxNumeber VarChar (10) User' s fax number 
Card Type VarChar(20} User's credit card type 
CardNumber VarChar (20) User' s credit card number 
ExpiredDate Date User's credit card expired date 
-
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5.5.2.3 Administrator Account Information Table 
Table 5.3: Ad:min:istrator Account Information Table 
Column Name Data Type Description 
AdminiD VarChar (10) Primary Key. ID for the admin 
AdminName VarChar (10) Administration' s user name 
Password VarChar ( lO) Administration's password 
' 
HintQuestion Va.rChar (50) HintQuestion when admin forgot Ad.minJD, 
LoginlD and password, the admin can key in the 
help question for retrieve the AdminiD, LoginiD 
and password after key in the right answer for the 
help question .. 
HintAnswer VarChar (50) HintAnswer, after the admin key in the right help 
answer for the help question, they will retrieve 
their AdminiD, LoginiD and password. 
Status V arChar ( lO) Status for the admin (super admin and ordinary 
admin) 
5.5.2.4 Feedback Table 
Table 5.4 : Feedback Table 
Column Name Data Type Description 
1---
RefNo lnt (1 0) Primary Key. Reference no for the detail use by 
the admin 
MsgType VarChar (15) What the message about 
Su~ject V arChar (15) Subject for the message 
Comment VarChar (15) Sender's comment 
Sender Name V arChar (15) Sender' s name 
SenderEmail VarChar(15) Sender' s email address 
ContactRequest VarChar{l5) See sender's need response from admin to 
response/feedback the topic 
Date Date Date for the message post by the user 
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5.5.2.5 Administrator Profile Table 
Table 5.5: Administrator Profile Table 
Column Name Data Type Description 
AdminlD VarChar (10) Primary key. The admin ID 
AminName VarChar (10) Admin name 
Password V arChar (1 0) Admin password 
Employ Date Date Date that Admin has been employed 
Salary Decimal (5 ,2) Admin salary 
House Phone VarChar ( 10) Admin's house phone number 
MobilePhone VarChar (10) Admin's mobile phone number 
Address! VarChar (30) Admin address 
Address2 VarChar (30) Admin address 
Postcode VarChar ( 5) Admin stay -postcode mnnber 
City VarChar ( 15) Admin stay city 
State VarChar (15 ) Admin stay state 
Country VarChar (15) Admin stay country 
5.5.2.6 Payable List Table 
Table 5.6: Payable List Table 
r-· 
Column Name Data Type Description 
VendoriD VarChar (10) Primary key . Vendor ID number that the customer 
had be paid for the order 
Balance Debt Decimal ( 5,2) Balance debt amount that the customer own the 
vendor. 
Pay:mentAmount DecnnaJ (5~) Payment amount that customer had been paid 
BalanceAmount Decim.al (5,2) Balance amount .that customer still own the vendor 
after some payment bad been paid 
ChqueNo VarChar (20) Cheque 's number 
Date Date Date that the payment been made 
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5.5.2.7 Receivable List Table 
Table 5.7: Receivable List Table 
Column Name Data Type Description 
CustomeriD VarChar (10) Ptimruy key. Customer ID number that bad paid. 
Balance Debt Decimal ( 5.2) Balance debt atnOlmt that the client own the 
customer. 
PaymentAmount Decimal (5,2) Payment amount that client bad been paid 
Balance Amount De.cimal (5,.2) Balan.ce ammm.t .that .client still own the customer 
.after some payment had been paid 
ChqueNo VarCbar (20) Cheque's number 
Date Date Date that the payment had been made 
5.5.2.8 Update Service or Price Rate Table 
Table 5.8: Update Service or Price Rate Table 
Column Name Data Type Description 
Service ill VarChar (500) Primary key. Service ID number that had 
provided. 
Rate Double (5) The price rate of the service. 
5.6 EXPECTED OUTCOME 
Through the whole project, it is expected that the outcome from this project is to 
achieve the entire objectives listed in Chapter 1 that are: 
1. To develop a web page that contains all the information of an accounting 
company. lt is also expected that the user will be satisfied with the information 
that is published and get what they want. 
u . To create a user interface and it is expected that every user using this system 
can easily understand and comfortable using the fiiendly user interface. 
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ut. To create electronic form and it is expected that the register form can help user 
to register a new account to store their data and the feed back form can let 
users to send some suggests, comments or inquiries to the administrator. 
tv. To provide bookkeeping services which user can store their general accounts 
in the system's database. Besides that, user can retrieve those accounts and 
update them without any accounting l'llowledge. 
v. Lastly, the database is expected to be stable can store a lot of data and 
information in it. The database assists the system administrator to retrieve all 
the information that is needed. And also the database storing a11 the accounts 
of the users. 
With this e-Accounting system, it is expected that the users' enterprise can upgrade its 
business by making the accounting system more efficient. 
5.7SUMMARY 
Chapter 5 presents the system architecture, data flow diagram, input form design, 
graphical user interface, database design and the expected outcome of the system. The 
three-tier system architecture was chosen in this system. The data flow diagram 
includes the administration module, the user module and the accounts module. The 
input form design and the graphical user interface .has been design. Eight main tables 
are involved in the database design namely the User Address and Contact Table, User 
Address and Contact Table, Administrator Account Information Table, Feedback 
Table, Administrator Profile Table, Payable List Table, Receivable List Table, and 
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Update Service or Price Rate Table. However, all these designs might need minor or 
major changes, as there is no promise that all the primaty designs are good and petfect. 
Chapter 6 described how to implement the reservation system using a database and 
web-based language. 
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6.1 INTRODUCTION 
The major works in system development is th_e system implementation. System 
implementation is the acquisition and integration of the physical and conceptual 
resources that produce a working system. It is the physical realization of the database 
and application designs. 
6.2 DATABASE DEVELOPMENT 
Creating an empty database called eacc and each user' s database also created after their 
registration proved using the Microsoft Access 2000 starts the database development. 
All the tables are then created according to the fields and field properties. The main 
purpose of this is to enable references to be done easily. Besides that,. a primary key is 
allocated for each table in the database. The relationships between the tables are 
established. Figure 6.1 depicts the relational of the table inside the database. 
l~ 
~txtlt~m~m~ 
1txtt!esUipt1on ~ nurnl-'t1Ce 
- numV..,dof iD ; 
txtTerms -~ ~ 
. : '-. 
~: ;}: 
.... ...... 
--
: ::~ ~: :: :::::::::::::: .... 
!l<9dl> 
~L.og~nl\l~ 
!txt? ass 
Figure 6.1: Table and Relationships in the Database 
M!M 
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6.3 SYSTEM CODING 
6.3.1 Coding Methodology 
The coding methodology that was used is the top-down approach. The top-down 
methodolO!:,'Y entails the development of the simple modules first followed by the 
complex module. By applying this methodology, the coding for the login module was 
done first, followed by the modules that are more complex. 
The purpose of using the top-down methodology is to enable tests to be done on the 
simple module while the complex. modules are still ln. the process of coding. Besides 
that, completing the simple modules. firs.t enable us. to check whether the flows. of the 
system are the same as designed and the connectivity of each of the pages can be 
clearly. 
6.3.2 Coding Style 
The coding style is a very important attribute to determine the readability and 
maintainability of the source codes. With a clear and systematic coding style, it helps 
the programmer to see the codes easier in order to help the programmer on maintaining 
and also debugging the system. 
Two ways to implementing program optimization are 
a. to increase its execution speed and 
b. to decrease the amount of memory used to run its application. 
Below is the coding style that was implemented in the system: 
a. Use meaningful variables and labels name 
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References can be done easily by implementing meaningful variables and 
labels. For example, tl1e variable numAmountDue and txtDiscountDate is 
used to represents the total amount due with the bill and discount date of the 
bill. 
<ltd> 
<td width="50%">Amount Due&nbsp;&nbsp;&nbsp;: 
<input type=text name=numAmountDue 
Session("numAmountDue")%>" size="20"> 
<ltd> 
<ltr> 
<tr> 
<td width=''50%''>Discount Date : 
value="<o/«t= 
<input type=text name=txtDiscountDate value="<%= Session("txtDiscountDate")%>" 
size="20"> 
<font color="#FFOOOO" size="2">* mm ldd I yy<lfont> 
<ltd> 
Besides that, the fi.mction name is represented by a meaningfi.u word to make it 
easier to identify. For example, the function that validates the blank fields was name as 
blankVaJidator. 
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function blankValidator(form) 
{ 
if(docwnent.bill.txtRetNo.value = "") 
{ 
alert("Please enter the Ref No."); 
document. bill . txtRefNo. focus(); 
return (false); 
} 
b. Indent the codes according to the function segments 
The indention of codes in the function made it easily visible to the programmer. 
For example, the indention in the 'if loop function was shown by 7 
if (document. bill. txtRefNo. value = "") 
{ 
alert("Please enter the Ref. No."); 
document.bill.txtRetNo.t0cus(); 
return (false); 
c. Write description or comments in the source codes 
Comments in the coding do not show up in the executable program. It is used to 
describes th.e code that was written.. ln Active Server Pages (ASP), <!--> and 
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~ !> tags are the common method to indicate method comments.. Besides. that 
the ' is used to inclicate a single line of comment. 
For intRowCmmter = 0 to intUpperRow 
ReDim ruTVendor(l ,intRowCounter) 
arrVendor(O,intRowCounter) = arrData(O,intRowCounter) 'numVendoriD 
arr Vendor( 1 ,intRowCounter) = arrData(l ,intRowCounter) 'txt Vendor Name 
d. Write an include file that contains reusable function to reduce the system size 
and coding time_ 
In ASP, there are 2 types of command to perform the include file function. The 
first one is the include virtual file such as <!--#include virtual=" filename"--> 
and include directive such as <!--#include file="filename" -->. For example, the 
userclssf«Lasp file was including in each and every page in the user module . 
. 1 <!--#include file="userclssfd.asp"-> 
e. Separate the files into smaller files according to the length of each file 
This is to increase the readability of the source code that was written. 
6.3.3 Scripting Language 
Scripting elements are used to include scripting code within the ASP. The scripting 
codes are normally the ASP codes written between both the tags <%%>. There are 
three types of scripting elements: 
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a. Declaration 
<% 
o/o> 
A declaration is a block of ASP code in a ASP that is used to define variables 
and methods 1n the page. A declaration block 1s enclosed between <% and%>. 
Below is the example of this scripting that was used in. the system:. 
Dim objVendor, strVendor 
Set objVendor = Server.CreateO~ect("ADODB.Recordset") 
strVendor = "select numVendoriD, txtVendorName from tblVendor" 
objVendor.Ope.n strVe.ndor, objMyConn 
b. Scriptlets 
<% 
%>· 
A scriptlet is a block of ASP code that is executed at request-processing time. A 
scriptlet is enclosed between <% and o/o>. For example, the database connection 
function was. written between those tags.: 
If Not rsDate.EOF Then 
Dim arrBill 
arr.Data = rsDate. Getrows 
intUpperRow = UBound( arrData~2) 
intUpperC oJ = UBound( arrData, J) 
strFirstDate = CDate(Date) 
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c. Expression 
An expression is a shorthand notation for a scriptlet that outputs a value in the 
response stream back to the client. An expression is enclosed within <o/o= and 
%>. For example, the output of the date value to the browser. 
Payment Date : 
<input type="tex1" name="txtPayDate" value="<0/o = strFirstDateo/o>" size="20"> 
<p>&nbsp;</p> 
6.4SUMMARY 
Tn this system implementation phase, nearly all the desi!,Tfl phases that have been 
presented a directed toward a final objective that needs to translate representation of 
system into a form that computer can understand. Overall, the primary goal of this. 
phase is to produce a simple, clear source code with internal documentation that will 
see the processes of a verification, debugging, testing, modification and further 
enhancement. 
Chapter 7 presents the various type of system testing that includes the unit testing, 
module testing and the integration testing. 
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7.1 INTRODUCTION 
The main objective of testing is to uncover different types of errors. that exist while 
executing the system. System testing is a critical element of software quality assurance 
and represents the ultimate review of specification, desi1:,rn and coding. However, 
testing cannot show the absence of defects, it can only show that software defects are 
present. 
Tn developing a system, testing usually involves several stages. There were 3 stages 
involve altogether and were listed below: 
a. Unit Testing 
This is the first stage of testing where each program component is tested on its 
own, isolated from the other components in the system. It veri£es that the 
component function work properly with the types of input and output expected 
from studying the component's design. After each component has been tested, 
the interaction between these components must be tested again to ensure that the 
components can be integrated. 
b. Integration Testing 
This stage ensures that the interfaces among the components are defined and 
handled properly. It is also known as the module testing, which is used to ensure 
all the components work together as described in the module or system design 
specifications. 
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c. System Testing 
This is the last stage and it is to ensure that the whole system works according 
to users' specifications. Developers will join the users to perfonn this stage of 
testing where the system is checked against the users' requirements description. 
lf there is a need for a change, system modification will then be carried. If the 
users are satisfied with the system's performances, the system is ready to be 
deployed. 
7.2 TYPES OF TESTING 
Figure 7 . l depict the hierarchical chart of the test plan that was us.ed on the e-
Accormting system. 
I Testing Plan I 
~t 
:: 
i1 
.................... l j~ 1 i • I Unit Testing I I Integration Testing I I System Testing j 
I I 
I I Browser Testing j 
ASP codes ASP pages I 
Operational Operational l Performance Testing j 
Testing Testing 
I l Acceptance Testing J 
Figure 7.1: Test Plan 
7.2.1 Testing data and test cases 
Data for testing the application was mainly generated during the development to the 
test the ASP code functions and the ASP pages. This is because the unit testing needs 
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test data to evaluate the individual meth.od based on the criteria of its. operator and 
functions. Similar set of data is used when evaluating a similar operator or function 
during the testing in the integration testing. By doing so, it reduces the effort and time 
that required in generating the test data. The test cases are generated to ensure all the 
possible combi.na.t:ions. and condition run smoothly and error free . 
7.2.2 Unit Testing 
In this stage, the testing nms mainly on the ASP code fi.mctions. A ASP file has to be 
compiled in the ASP pages. lf there were any errors occur in the ASP codes, the 
Microsoft Script Debugger will prompt error messages on the screen. The main enors 
found when running this type of testing were the SQL statement and the careless 
mistake. The SQL statement failed to perform when the single codes( ' ) and the double 
codes(") were implement wrongly . 
Besides that, some of the functions are tested using the generated test data to ensure 
that the results are correct before proceed to the next development stage. For example, 
in the User Login page, the username and password was passed into the function to test 
whether the function can receive the data or not. 
7.2.3 Integration. Testing 
As the ASP code was fully tested, the integrati..on testing focuses on the ASP pages, and 
the HTML codes. HTML codes provide user interface that interacts between the user 
and the system. Users enter the data through the interfaces, which will be captured by 
the ASP pages. Each of the HTML codes in ASP page was tested correspondently to 
ensure the good interaction. 
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The most common eiTor that occurs was the BOF or EOF, which that the data failed to 
parse in the ASP pages. 
After the pages testing, the next step is to test the integration of the user module and the 
database, as the user module will be calling more than one table at the same time. 
Below is one of the examples of integration testing on the database connection 
function : 
DimobjConn 
Set objConn = Server.CreateObject("ADODB.Connection") 
objConn.Open "Provider=Microsoft.Jet.OLEDB.4.0;Data 
Source=c:\eacc\eacc.mdb" 
Dim strlogiD, strlogName 
strlogiD = Session("LoginiD") 
strlogName = Session("LoginName") 
objConn.Close 
Set objConn = Nothing 
If strlogiD = "" or strlogName = "" Then 
Server. Transfer "login. asp" 
Else 
Dim objMyConn 
Set objMyConn = Server.CreateObject("ADODB.Connection") 
objMyConn.Opeu "Provider=Microsoft.Jet.OLEDB.4.0;Data 
Source=c:\eacc\" & sLrlogfD & strlogName & ".mdb" 
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End If 
If the integration failed the function will transfer the pages to login page as asking user 
to reenter usemame and password. 
7.2.4 System Testing 
As mentioned earlier, the system testing involves the browser testing, performance 
testing and acceptance testing. 
7.2.4.1 Browser Testing 
The e-Accounting system was tested on Microsoft Internet Explorer on the different 
operating system. The summary of the testing result is displayed below: 
Table 7.1: Compatibility of the System in Various Environments 
:: MS Internet Explorer ()pi 
Windows 98 YES 
Windows ME YES 
Windows 2000 YES 
Windows XP YES 
As conclusion, the Internet Explorer can support the e-AccOlmting system in the 
various platfonus. The second. test is tb.e based on the browser versions. Table 6.2 
shows the results of the testing: 
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Table 7.2: Webs Browser Versions and. Compatibility with. the ASP 
Web Browser ASP enabled 
Internet Explorer 4.0 YES 
Internet Ex.-plorer 5. 0 YES 
Internet Explorer 5.5 YES 
Internet Explorer 6.0 YES 
Based on the result above, the ASP is enabled in the Internet Explorer 4.0, 5.0, 5.5 and 
6.0. 
7.2.4.2 Performance Testing 
Perfonnance testing addresses the non-functional requirements of the e-Accounting 
system. System performances are measured using performance objectives set by 
potential users as highlighted in the non-functional requirements section as guidelines. 
In this system, performance testing examines how effective data manipUlations are 
carried out, query (record retrieval , deleting and sorting) speeds, inter-module 
communication speed and also file-loading speed. 
7.2.4.3 Acceptance Testing 
After completing the perfonnance testing, the system can be said that it has fulfilled all 
the specified requirements. The next step involves its potential users. Users lead 
acceptance testing and define th.eir own real-time business data sets to be used as test 
cases. The reason this is done is to enable users to determine whether the online 
reservation system is capable of meeting their performance expectations and the art of 
business needs. 
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7.3SUMMARY 
Testing is. on.e of tb.e important steps. in developing a system .. Precision. and accuracy of 
output data is considered during this process. Unit, module and integration testing has 
been carried out of the e-Accounting system. The objective of a system will only 
achieve after all the thorough testing done by different user with different aspects. 
Chapter 8 presents the system evaluation. The evaluation reveals the problem 
encountered and solution, system strength and system constraints, future enhancements, 
knowledge and experience improvement. 
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8.1 INTRODUCTION 
Evaluation is th.e ultitnate phase of developing a system and an important phase before 
delivery the system to the end users. Evaluation was related to user environment, 
attitudes, information priorities and several other concerns that are to be considered 
carefully before effectiveness can be concluded. At all phases of the system 
approach.e~ evaluation is a process that occurs continuously, drawing on a variety of 
sources and information. 
8.2 PROBLEMS ENCOlJNTER AND SOLUTIONS 
During the process development of the system, there are few problems encountered . 
Th.e problems and th.e solutions are listed being below: 
8.2.1 Difficulties in Choosing a Programming Language 
In the market, there are several popular web-based programming languages. Choosing a 
suitable programming language was a critical. process as all th.e toots h.ave their own 
strengths and weakness. 
In order to solve this problem, many researches have been done. One of the effective 
research.es was getting information from Internet and study on th.e strength.s and 
weaknesses of each programming languages. Besides that, there were discussions with 
seniors who have done the similar system before. 
8.2.2 Lack of Knowledge in the new Programming Language 
ASP is a new programming for me and there were Jots of difficulties when writing the 
first codes. Due to that, setting up the database connection and configuration has taken 
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more time than what was being plrumed. Notepad was the main. tool that was used to 
develop the system and it doesn ' t have any debugging applications. When errors 
occurred, it was hard to detect which lines of the codes went wrong. 
ln order to solve the above problem, l have sought advices from the expertise on the 
lntemet and joined the ASP Forum. Besides that, many tutorials and references from 
the Internet was being referred and downloaded. Books were borrowed from the hbrary 
and I learned from the basic concepts. 
8.2.3 Lack of Knowledge in Accounting 
Since f am not very familiar with accounting, so, when r develop this system, T need to 
refer to accounting software, books and some accountants. Interview, which is one of 
the way of information gathering techniques to learn how to develop a relevant system. 
Therefore, many similar onhne accounting systems have been studied and analyzed. 
The results were placed in the second chapter of this book. Besides that, other 
information gathering techniques such as observation was used to collect information. 
Dummy data was used to replace the incomplete data. 
8.3 SYSTEM STRENGTH 
The strength of thee-Accounting system was listed as below: 
8.3.1 Simple and Attractive oflJser Interface 
The interface of thee-Accounting system is attractive and simple where it relies heavily 
on browsing on the left menu. The graphics was designed to let the users feel 
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comfortable and easy-to-use. AU the designed fom1s ensured user friendliness. User 
finds this system is very easy to understand. The whole process of accmmting is simple. 
8.3.2 Scalability 
Hardware and applications could be easily added to the existing system without 
affecting the existing applications. This was because the system was not hardware-
dependent. 
8.3.3 Effective Error Recovery 
This e-Accounting system is a reliable system as it can detect for the possible enors 
encountered. Input by users is validated and verify at the server side by the ASP pages. 
If enor detected, it will forward to an enor page and displayed the enor. 
8.3.4 Real Time System 
The e-Accounting system is a real time system. The whole reservation process can 
proceed smoothly. When a transaction is done, the ammmt payment was counted 
directly by the system. Besides that, users also can view some reports for their account. 
8.3.5 Web Enabled 
The system was based on the web technology. It was using the client server approach 
that allowed processing load to be shared between the client and the server, thus 
reducing the burden on the server and allow it to provide better service. 
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8.3.6 Security 
This system has created to prevent unauthorized users from accessin:g the page if they 
do not have any pennission to view. More important, the unauthorized users are 
prohibited from accessing the fi.mctionality, which is out of their privilege. 
8.4 SYSTEM CONSTRAINT 
The constraints of the e-Accounting system were listed as below: 
8.4.1 Help File Not Provided 
The administrator's module did not provide a help file that \vill show them how to fully 
utilize the system. This file also did not provide :in the users ' module; if there is any 
enquires, the users have to mail it to the administrators. 
8.4.2 Cannot retrieve data from another module in e-Accounting system 
This system is expected to retrieve data from account payable module to general ledger 
modu1e. But the system does not have the function to retrieve data from another 
module . 
8.4.3 Not enough security function 
This system is unsecured because did not install any Secure Socket Layers that enabled 
the secure connection between the c1ient and senrer. 
8.5 FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 
Some functionality of the system cru1 be enhanced in order to improve the quality of the 
system. The foUowing are the functionality that can be enhanced on this system. 
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8.5.1 Online Update Web Site and Approval for Registration 
In the update web site function, administrator is only can be done through the server by 
copy files into the server in order to replace the old files . This will make the update 
function inefficient when the administrators want to update the web site through the 
Internet. ln order to make it more efficiency, the upload via the lntemet function can be 
implemented into the system. Prior to this, those administrators can upload files to the 
server via the Internet. 
Besides that, this system also did not have the online approval for the registration of 
users. Administrators have to approve users ' registration manual and set up database 
for approved users manual. This can be enhanced by enabled online approval and set up 
database for approved users directly through the lnternet. 
8.5.2 Security Socket Layers 
This system can be more secure by having Secure Socket Layers that enabled the 
secure connection between the client and server. So that, those users will feel safer in 
· storing their data in this system. 
8.5.3 Retrieve function between two modules 
Actually, general ledger module can retrieve relevant data from account payable 
module to generate some reports. But this system does not have this function yet. So, 
users have to key in those relate data into two modules manual themselves. In order to 
make it more users friendly, the retrieve function can be implemented into this system. 
Prior to this, users need not to do redundancy works. 
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8.6 KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE GAIN 
There was a lot of knowledge gained through development of this system. The 
experience and knowledge gained are Listed as below: 
a. Understand the concept of software development process. 
b. Learned how to implement a web site by using ASP programming language. 
c. Learned how to configure and set up an internet lnfonnation Services 5.0 as 
web server. 
d. Learned how to manage a database (Microsoft Access 2000). 
e. Learned how to use various tools such as the Macromedia Dreamweaver, 
Microsoft FrontPage, Adobe Photoshop and Paint Shop. 
8. 7 CONCLUSION 
Overall, the e-Accounting system has achieved its aim that is to replace with the 
existing manual system. The administrators and the users of this system will find it easy 
to use and secure. Besides that, the limitation of the system should be eliminated. After 
implemented the future enhancement proposal, this system will be more efficient and 
effective. 
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